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Situation Vacated
IN what concerns the College, by far the most important occurrence since our last
issue has been the announcement of the Master's intention to retire on 1 st October
1 969 . All Johnians will deeply regret to learn that Mr Boys Smith feels that he
can no longer carry the full load of his demanding post, and honour his refusal to
continue, as it were, on a part-time basis. This is not the moment in which to
attempt an appraisal of this eventful reign, but it is never too soon (or too late)
to wish a friend well, and The Eagle knows that it speaks for all members of the
College in hoping that the Master and Mrs Boys Smith will have a long and happy
retirement.

New Year Greetings
So there we were about to slip into bed and our girl friend like any other well
balanced mature progressive editorialist with Che Guevera tattooed on his left
buttock and an "I love Rosa Luxembourg" sash swathed across his ample chest,
when we realised we didn't have a thing to write about . . . . we pondered . . .
"To let the universities disintegrate would no doubt seem rather a shame to some, a
relief to most, and a sickening confirmation to anyone who thinks that we might as
well give up and drop a nuclear bomb, or concentrate all our energies on g� tting
the other man's wife and job or listen to the still small voice of calm or all jump
into bed with one another and hope that things will turn out better when evolution
has had a second chance . . . . " these ponderings were leading nowhere when there
was Mr Ronald Bell, Q.c., M.P., (God bless him) staring at us from the floor,
snuggled into a couple of columns of The Times, cheerfully spreading good will to
all men even before Advent had arrived.
"If we ever thought we needed 42 universities, do we still think so, when it has
become painfully clear that a sufficient number of worthy university teac�ers do.es
not exist, that some of these universities are disastrously overloaded m socIal
studies and starved of students of harder disciplines and that an exaggerated disloca
tion is caused by the presence of a minority scarcely worthy of university education?"
(Ronald Bell, Q.c., M.P.)
Well nearly all men ; Mr Bell doesn't seem to care for students too much.
And his views chime with those of a large section of the community who are
disenchanted with a generation which allegedly abuses the educational opportunities
provided at public and private expense, and apparently risks career� for slogar: s.
.
If we may believe our newspapers-and we must add th� t our confidence m the mte� r�ty
.
of the gentleman of the press remains unshaken by l1: numerable � rtlcles so ",,:1� t1ly
. and fallmgs
entitled "Revolting Students"-we must assume certam charactenstlCs
to be common among our fellow students.
(Our readers are invited to check the following against their analyst's results,
and spot both the ball and the deliberate mistake.)
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" I wear ki�ky clothes, drop p aving stones on policemen at point duty, expound
a suspect moralIty, have long halt, am totally unfit to accept the responsibilities of
MANHOOD, frequently burn churches and upturn double-decker buses, read
Brecht in the bath, am permanently High, cannot recite anything by John Betjeman,
am 90% perverted (the other 10% remains to be analysed) and cannot for the life
of me remember when Jessie Matthews made her last film."
No ; it won't do. Easy generalizations may sustain the press in its time of
need, but they can have little relevance to a reasonable consideration of our
predicament. We ar� not fools ; abusive attacks on juvenile aberrations can only
reflect on the mentalIty of the attackers. So while we're at it, we might as well
eliminate a couple more sticks of lumber which merely distort the problem ;
1 . The violent revolutionary Left, whose incoherence and incompetence are
happily, but none too easily, disregarded.
2. The jovial Right, whose intellectualized banalities are either a) unintelligible
b) false c) both. (Our thanks to Bentham.)
The Student doth protest, and to many, he doth protest too much. We must
thank Mr Bell for mentioning the comforting fact to which we all scurry at the first
scent of passionate criticism-the disruptive element in university life is a minority.
Simultaneously, and probably unwittingly, he suggests two questions-we add the
answers.
The Questions

1)
2)

Who are 'the minority? What do they stand for?
What are the other students doing with their time, and what do they stand for?

The Answers

1)

2)

The activist group are noisy and disruptive. They flourish i n a n atmosphere
of �parkling press coverage, and at the . same time bear the brunt of public
. .
cntlclsm.
They concern themselves wIth matters obviously outside their
control, they notice the minor ills of society from Vietnam to Biafra to
Czechoslovakia , from pov:erty to disease to social injustice. Absurdly they
. that thelt elders and betters have both the experience and
do no � recogmse
.
the abIlIty to solve contemporary problems, as the consistency of results in
the post-war period proves. Current evidence suggests they are actually
prepared to take to the streets when necessary.
Some of us don't like this-the continual emphasis on minority activities,
damaging our reputation. But though attention has been drawn to the
activities of this minority, nobody has very seriously enquired as to what the
rest are up to. We cannot pretend that they're all scrambling round the U.L. ,
slaving at social work, or helping old age pensioners to chop wood and get
across the road. To Mr Bell and the British taxpayer, who think that too many
students waste their own valuable time and the taxpayer's even more valuable
money exposing their consciences to public inspection and contempt, I can
offer a reassurance: The traditional Cambridge still flourishes-the Cambridge
where manhood IS measured by boats and goal posts alone, where social
acceptability is the ability to get drunk, start a fight and be sick, and where
�he sole end of university education is held to be an appointment to a job in
msurance.
Conclusion : Things haven't changed much.
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Why do the minority win the slanders of public abuse? The reason is fast
becoming obvious-it is jealousy. The minority are condemned not because of the
deplorable and saddening surface of violence, but because of their ability to think,
to develop ideas which can solve problems and not merely create new ones . The
style is one of despair, but the message is one of hope. Surely our elders should
only worry when we fail to see the bestiality and evil about us, the by-products of
our inheritance-when we can only resort to decrying those who have a commitment.
"The core of rebellion . . . . " wrote Burke, in considerable rage, "are the
universities."-to breed sedition is merely undergraduate high spirits, to rechannel
that vitality to produce a new philosophy, a new attitude and a new policy is what
we're here for. There must always be angry, or at any rate, passionate young men.
So here's to you Mr Bell, and a Happy New Year to yourself and Sir Leslie
O'Brien as you scamper off to "grapple with realities instead of ideals" (O'Brien in
St Paul's). It's a good swap-ideals for the rigid and commonplace convictions of
a prosperous middle age.
S. P . Q. R.

Trying not to Fall
across a taut wire
You say nothing, but prod
At my words with your eyes
To dislodge a meaning
As 1 wobble towards you,
LISTENING

While down there, air away,
There is another world
1 think 1 might like more
Than this one where 1 hover
And rock in mid-sentence
From crucifix arms and
Stare blind as a spotlight
Till my unicycle words
Have passed the touching-test
Of your hair to reach your ears,
Then, balanced before your voice,
stall, and topple backWards headlong to listen
To you, wanting to fall
Because there is no net.
1
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Childer Wot Towlk
(as we have seen) by the lack of sympathy emitting from their elders
and betters for the ideals of a younger generation, the editors persuaded a student
teacher to ask her class of 8 year old children to provide their spontaneous reactions
to two subjects close to our collective hearts ; Students and Love. A summary of
the results are printed below-only the names of the participants have been altered to
protect both innocent and guilty.
"
. although
Conceptions of love seem to have been essentIally matenalIstIc,
emotional attachments, particularly within the family, were strongly emphasised by
those who cared to mention them. Apart from the more imaginative lunatic
fringe, reactions were understandably conservative, tinged with the occasional
noble thought, and, of course, ruthlessly logical.
"1 like my mummy be cud she get clothes . 1 love my bird." (Pauline) .
"1 love God. 1 love my boy friend graham Matchett. 1 think love is happiness.
1 think love is glad." (Nicola) .
"1 love food because it giths my steth .
1 love God because he giths my litho
1 love my parents because that love me.
1 love my relations because that biy me toy.
1 love my home.
1 love them becuase that love my." (Gary) .
"1 love yoyo." (Andrew).
"1 love my parents because they give me a home, food, clothing and some one to
sleep. 1 love my sisters because they shar There things with me and let me join
in there games . 1 love miss johnson because they teach me lesson's. 1 love pets
because they nice to play with. 1 love my cousin because they give me there toy.
Love means kindness and happynes ." (Kim) .
"1 love fire. 1 love Kevin. 1 fingk love is great" (Robert) .
"1 love my pet. 1 love my pet because he is so freuer he is a cat. 1 love
petula's tortus because he has puttents on his back. 1 love God because he guv us
the world. 1 love my family because they love me. 1 love school because 1 have
friends and 1 like the work 1 do. 1 think love is sort of liking people." (Josie) .
"1 think love is G-reat." (Kevin) .
"1 love my family because when it is a time for presents 1 always get some.
1 like my parents because we have got two televisions. 1 like my pet because 1
like dogs and he is a dog." (Michael) .
"1 love my home because its warm" (Andrew) .
"1 love my sister and parents. Because they look after me. And they buy me
clouths Food and they are very kind. My pets are nice the hamster is Fury 1 have
not got a resain 1 j ust love them my Terpin has a sweet face. Love is someone
that you like very much." (Christine) .
"1 love the world" (Chris) .
"Love. 1 love my bugdie. 1 love Hammy and mummy and daddy. 1 love
grandma and grandad. 1 love my horses and my dogs and my kittens 1 love my
bedroom . 1 love my car . 1 love my grandpa and my cousins. 1 love my rabits 1
love Patch and Shany, Pedro Beatle and Katrina . 1 think love is affection and
DISTRESSED

.
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kindness. Securty and safety." (Anon.)
"Please Miss Johnson. I Love you." (Roy with love) .
'I love mouse and home and roy loves miss johnson. He say to petula he
wants to sleep you." (Francis) .

Appointments for All

Agreed to make a grant from the Rolleston Fund for the purchase of an
articulated skeleton and skull, at a cost of £79, and for the provision of a cupboard
in the Library to accommodate these specimens, for the use of medical students of
the College.
Old Johnians may al!o be interested to learn that the Rugger Club Dinner lvas not held
this year because on the previous such occasion the jollY diners threw Wiblry Pudding at the
portrait of Lac(y Margaret. After all, what else can one do l1'ith Wiblry Pudding ?

NEVER before had Max felt so j aunty on a Tuesday morning. As he cycled through
the early traffic there seemed to be a sense of release even in the damp mist that
s wung round the scurrying figures on the pavement. No doubt some were per
sisting in their pilgrimage to Dr Trellwort's weekly lecture on Victorian mores,
as Max hims elf would have been doing were he not hastening to an appointment.
Max chuckled breathily at the thought of those racing female pencils, strainihg to
annotate the "closed idiom of Tennyson's early poetry" in a version that had scant
chance of being shorter than the original lecture. Nurses were in evidence again,
stodgily trying to mould some elegance into their starched tunics as they paced
along in their soft flat shoes. For once, however, Max saw them wheel into
Addenbrooke's ; so they were professionals after all. As he pushed the pedals on
their familiar elliptical course, Max noticed that some cars had succeeded in getting
off the endless triangular track in the centre of town and actually seemed to be
going somewhere ; they were even passing the odd upturned thumb on the pave
ment. Shops that he had never seen loomed through the side of his vision. Their
stock seemed to consist entirely of Woodbine, which the Fitzwilliam clearly took as
a personal affront. Tuesday was not usually open to such suggestions.
It was with some spirit that Max announced himself at the Board, gIVIng a
fine roll to the name that was surely destined for the top cases of the typewriters
of the world. The activity in the waiting room seemed heated, almost feverish.
Files were being devoured like late breakfasts, significant achievements were
shouldering their way into cramped forms, and purpose bounced backwards and
forwards off the walls. Max disapproved of waiting rooms that failed to provide
the latest issue of Punch, so he sat down and studiously read the handbook from which
his neighbour was extracting innumerable addresses. He shortly succeeded in his
intention of making the unfortunate man try to give the impression that he was
scarcely interested in the copious notes he was taking from the mine of information
that lay before him. Just then Max heard his name called. Much to his surprise
he found that everybody in the room was levelling hostile looks at him, and he
felt that they were all hopefully consigning him to the footnotes of the rather scruffy
handout on Publishing ; Max knew that no one ever got into Publishing.
He found that his hand was being shaken by a man in shirtsleeves who had
clearly had the crumpled distinction of holding down, for limited periods, most of
the jobs in the world.
"Please come upstairs," said the shirt. Max dashed back into the waiting
room to collect the biro he had been assiduously clicking. There had not even been
time for the eyes inside to concentrate on him again, but already the shirt had dis
appeared. Max strode up the stairs, mentally drumming his fist against the door
of the Secretary who was about to open the gold box of riches that lay under the
three year span of University life.
"Come in." Two faces broke away from the cornucopia of advice, and de
manded an explanation for his intrusion.
"I'm looking for Mr - -, for, - - I'm sorry, this can't be his room." Which
door, Mr Secretary, thought Max, as he circled round the vast balcony which teemed
with exits to prosperity and success . He raised his hand to another, but just in
time caught an energetic phrase about I.e.I.
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If Love baffled some of the children, students provoked a collection of strong
worded reactions worthy of certain political figures. Unfortunately our stock is
not high with any section of the community, and the children j oined forces with
their parents to provide a united front. A certain unanimity is evident in the
continued repetition of identical phrases!
" Some are weridies." (Anon.)
"The students are nice and they are sensible they wear nice clothes and they are
kind and they wear nice shoes sometimes they are silly and sometimes are stupid
and sometimes wear stupid clothes." (Dennis) .
"I think stoods hoofs then wher wigs." (Anon.)
"I think students are show offs they wear wigs."
"They are silly, silly, silley they are. Good people are not like them. I
think they are silly and silly I do they are bad some of them yes they yes yes I thinck
they are do you the bad thing." (Sally Ann) .
"Some go roun the town wereing supicosh" (Terry) .
"Some of the students at kings coHig are I have seen one, she had green baggy
old trousers and a Jackett. RUBBISH. Weardy Beasts !" (Kim) .
"Students are robbers so there." (Anon.)
" . . . Dad said there are the silly balmy bonkers and stupid and mum said
they act like a two year old" (Karen) .
"Some are nis with long hair. Some are sensible. Some make a lot of worry
about nothing." (Martin) .
"Weedy Weet." (Anon.)
"Some of them men are like the lady with the hair." (Keith) .
"Some are nice and some are nuts or nits. There hair is long. they look like
layds" (Andrew) .
"They are siliy sopiy sentel mence discernieded dran pipes." (Anon.)
"Students are silly when they riot. But when they are peaceful they are nice.
My mum thinks thier nuts-and there a few good 'ens!" (Alison) .

College Intelligence
The follOJJJing item appeared in the abstract of Council minutes circulated to Fellows on
29 November:
Rolleston Fund: Provision of College Skeletoh and cupboard

"Ah, there you are, I was wondering where you'd got to," said the shirt,
from the end of the corridor. "Come in."
Max sat down and surveyed the filing cases that clanked round the seamy
walls ; the thin tin, whose j ob it was to protect the precious contents within, looked
very cold. Meanwhile the shirt was racing through Max's curriculum vitae,
which gave a remarkable degree of animation to his Adam's apple ; it leapt in and
out of the collar, and after a brief pause when it hovered like the bubble in a spirit
level, it bounced out a j ovial "Well, what can I do for you ?"
This was totally unexpected. Max had, in the course of running upstairs,
prepared some very full answers to the suggestions that would undoubtedly topple
oyer the desk. He had even given some thought to the style of his reply ; enthusiastic
dIffidence, he had concluded, should be the tone of such an exchange. Max still
found himself accompanied by an ideal or two, and nothing alarmed him more
than the prospect of a premature commitment to market research in kilt-pins.
But to be asked to lay one's cards on the table in this manner was disquieting.
"I should like to go into the B .B.C," he said, and almost looked over his
shoulder to see who had spoken.
"Excellent, excellent," wafted over from the shirt, who now evidently anticipa
ted a brisk interview, and was already breezing into the various ways and means of
getting one's voice on the air.
"I think, however," Max interjected, "that it might be wise to enter the B.B.C
as an expert."
"Quite right" ; the bare forearms flapped at him, delighted at the alert precision
of their opposite number. "I see that you've been giving some thought to the
matter. The same applies to journalism, of course ; specialist writers usually
get all the icing."
This sounded hopeful to Max. But the shirt was now in full sail"Yes, what one wants to do is to use these media almost as diversions-you
know, as outlets for the ideas which your j ob gives you, but which you have neither
the time nor the opportunity to put into practice. And after a really thorough
grounding in your job you might be so successful with your activities in the mass
media that you could devote all your time to them."
To Max such noises as "job" and "grounding" had an ominous rattle about
them, and his attention had jibed away to the murky garden view that spread out
side the window, dankly indifferent to the plans and strategies that daily hummed
around it. A sound of scratching came from an armpit, and the silence jumped into
Max's ears.
"Yes, quite," Max rapped out, "what about V.S .O.?" Nothing held less
attraction for him, unless some official were suddenly to take it into his head to
treat the Home Counties as an underdeveloped area.
The shirt flopped with a visible exhalation of frustration. It did not like to
have its well worn channels of advice knocked about by the brainless effusions of
someone who had no idea of the rules of the game. Still, decorum had to be
preserved, so the shirt embraced the V.S.O. file, to which it seldom had any chance
to refer. Playing for time, so that it might develop the logical train of motive
and procedure for which it knew itself to be renowned at the Board, the shirt
ventured a standard comment of perspicacity:
"So you want to travel?"
8

Everyone wanted to travel, so Max did not feel that he was pushing his boat
too far out in agreeing to this .
"And just where woul� you like .to go?"
"I think that I should l1ke to go mto the B.B.C"
As Max entered the waiting room again he saw .that all the acti:r ity h� d stopped.
Completed forms lay on th� table, whil.e the appl1cants, relaxed l� theu �ense of
accomp lishment, ranged theu backs agamst the fi l es that st� red with bulgmS" eyes
at the entrance. No longer rivals, everyone and everythIng formed a tnbunal
that shook with rhythmic mirth as Max removed the . handouts on the B .B .C,
journalism , study overseas, V.S.O.,-and all related subjects-whose numbers had
been puffed out at him by. a limp, bored and. exhausted Secretary. The sheets
dropped into his briefcase with a useless thud, as If they were the truncated ropes of a
sail that filled and flapped elsewhere. Suddenly people started to pull folders out
of the cabinets, pens jerked to life, and the future was grabbed .
The receptionist caught his eye as he h�stened c:>ut.
"Shall I make an appointment for you m the MlChaelmas Term?"
"Thank you, but I won't be here."
.
.
Outside, Max wondered if Dr Trellwort had saId anythmg of any moment.

M I C HAE L M A VO R

Master

IN the Hall to the south of the Fellows' door hangs the Thornhill portrait of Richard
Bentley, Johnian, King's Librarian, Fellow of the Royal Society. It . is not in
these contexts that he is chiefly remembered : his fame as a � cholar wIll endure ;
but as Master of Trinity there he is in a class of his own. A fnend of N �wton w�o
lectured on the Principia Mathematica : a bibliophile who played a leadmg part m
the setting up of the University Press ; an emine.nt c�assical scholar � ho was also
Regius Professor of Divinity ; a man of strong wIll with a ISr� at c�pacity for �ork,
flexibility of mind and tenacity of purpose, Bentley was a d.lstmgUl � hed figure m an
age noted for versatility. But there was a l� ss � eputable .slde to hIS character, and
his methods of dragging the College screammg l�t.o the �lghteenth c�ntury be�ame
intolerable. His struggles with the Fellows of Tnmty attamed Homenc proportIons,
and they ended in a manner worthy of the contrivance of Pallas Athene hersel�.
It is worth retelling the end of the story in the �ords of ?rofessor Jebb, hl� self
a Fellow of Trinity. After 24 years of open war on Apnl 27, 1 734, the BIShop
gave judgment. Bentley was found guilty of dilapidating �he College goods a� d
violating the College Statutes . He was sentenced to be depnved of the Mastershlp.
At last the long chase was over and the prey had been run to earth. No shifts or
doublings could save him now. It only �emaine� to execute the sentenc� . . . . .
The fortieth Statute of Elizabeth, on whIch the Judgment rested, prescnbes that
the Master, if convicted by the Visitor, shall be deprived by the agency of t�e Vice
Master. . . . . Bentley's counsel advised the Vice-Master . . . . to refram from
acting until he had taken legal opinion. Meanwhile Bentley continued to act as
Master, to the indignation of his adversaries, and the astonishment of the wc:> r1d.
An examination for College scholarships was going on just then. On such occaSIOns
in former years Bentley had often set the candidates to write on some theme
-
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suggestive of his own position. . . . . This time he had a very apposite text for
the young composers, from Terence : 'This is your plea now, -that I have been
turned out : look you, there are ups and downs in all things' . " Bentley might
. �.
well choose thl. � quotatIo
he knew the Vlc�-Master , . . . . Dr Richard Walker, a friend on whom Bentley
could rely. Dunng the next four years every re �ource which ingenuity could
�
suggest was employed �o fo�ce Dr Walke� Into executing the sentence of deprivation
o� Bentley . . . . All m Va1�. 9n Apn1 22nd, 1 738, the Court [of King's Bench]
�eJected the last of t �ese applIcatIons. That day marks the end of the strife begun
m February, 1 7 1 0 : � t had thus lasted a year longer than the Peloponnesian War. "
. a t the npe age o f 80,
Bentley dIed
still Master.
More than two hundred years after Bentley's death it seemed natural that
anoth� r Master of Trinity, addressing a gathering in our Hall, should look at his
portrait and say with f�eling "You sowed Bentley, and we reaped him." It is
less well known that thuty years before Bentley's birth, on the eve of the Civil
W.ar, St John's had made its owt.I contribution to the annals of how not to manage
.
thmgs by electmg
tw<? Ma� ters sImultaneously, one a Royalist, the other a Puritan.
The effect on the Umverslty was as a stick thrust into a hornets' nest. Passions
were roused �o s �ch a pitch that it was two years before the King felt able to intervene
personally, dlsmls� both elected Masters, and translate Dr Beale from the Mastership
of J esus. Th�s It fell ?ut that Dr Beale organised the transport of the College
plate to t �e Kmg, eh-:d�ng �romwell's ambush at Lolworth Hedges. Cromwell
reacted with charactenstlc vIgOUr. T�e College was "occupied" (it was said that
the Gre� t Gate was battered open with cannon), the Master and senior Fellows
thr?wn mto �he Tower, a?d First Court converted into a concentration camp in
WhICh 300 pnso�ers lang�lshed through a hot summe� . Dr Beale escaped, joined
Cha�les II m exIle, and dIed on an embassy to Madnd. Public burial being im
pos slble because of the Holy Office, he was mterred under the floor of the house in
.
whIch
he was st�ying, and n� �:)ll e can now point to his grave. Stirring times,
:vhen a M�stershlp w�s a pOSltlOn of such power and influence that kings were
mter� sted m .the appomtments-when Bentley could decline a bishopric, with the
c�rtamty of Its wealth and patronage, in order to continue his struggle for his
dIsputed Mastership.
There are those who would have us believe that modern elections to a Master
ship should also be conceived of wholly in terms of the politics of power, and one
wnter has even t?ade this t� e them� of a book. Alas, he also portrays a character
capable of stoopmg to any mfamy m order to become Senior Tutor! And of St
John's, as far as the memory of the Senior Fellow goes back "If you believe that,
'
sir, you will believe anything".
'
Leaving such fantasies, how important is the modern j\hstership? What
does the Master ,do? How far can �is power �nd influe�ce extend? The govern
ment o� St ) ohn s �t the present day IS a very dIfferent thmg from that of Trinity in
Be� tley s tlme. Smce the work o[ the last Royal Commission, culminating in the
. . of Oxford and Cambndge Act of 1 923, and the Statutes deriving from
�Jn1VerSItles
. .
It, t�e fu� ctlomng
of the College has been a good example of a working democracy
a ShIp with a crew, elected o�cers, but no passengers. Even the last passenger,
Stevens, left o,:"er frot? an earller age, perform�d the usefu! function of providing
numerous stones whIch have amused succeSSIve generatIons of Fellows . One
10

tale concerns also Bonney, the geologist, who amongst many other distinctions
belonged to the small band of enthusiastic mountaineers that in mid-Victorian
times discovered the attractions of the Alps, and long after was taken ill at the age
of over 90. Stevens, nearly ten years his junior, had for many years rarely been
He was well awa
seen further from Cambridge than Trumpington. On being told of Bonney's
illness, his comment was "I always said all that alpine climbing would kill him in
the end".
The modern Statutes are contained in an octavo volume running to 76 pages of
large type and wide margins ; but a considerable part i� devoted to particular
scholarships, prizes, and so on. The pages concerned with all other aspects of
.
running the College total only 43. They have been often amended m the last 45
years (since 1955 there have been 1 1 batches of amen?ments) and} hey are now cl�ar,
, Statute VIII sImply states . . . t� e Governmg
concise and up-to-date. On authonty
Body of the College shall consist of the Master �nd all actual Fel�ows bemg graduates.
, m he govern ent of
(2) The Governing Body shall possess the ul�lm� te authonty
�
�
the College, which authority they shall exerCIse m accordance WIth, and subject to
the provisions of, these Statutes."
All depends, then, on the Governing Bod� . For som� t� m� i� has � umbered
more than 90, and is now nearly 1 00. Its chIef charactenstlc IS its vanety. I�s
members span six decades in age, and are drawn fr? m many backgt<;>unds. �heu
interests extend across the whole spectrum of learmng : theu collective expenence
of affairs, of the world at large, of arts and crafts, is wide. One can chair a �oyal
Commission, another manage a steel works ; one can run a farm, another bU1� d a
house ; one can organise a television series, anot?er prod�ce � wood engravl�g ;
one is at home on the ice of Antarctica, another m a tropIcal J ungle ; one wntes
novels, another is so accustomed to deep water �hat he regards sailing across the
Atlantic as the obvious way to attend a conference m Canada ; and so o� . Many � re
eminent ; many others will become eminent ; very many are strong-n:mded . . WIth
this variety of age, of interest and of �xper�, ence goe� a cor�espondmg var� ety of
,
view on many questions. The SOCIety
IS an mtensely mte� estmg one to l�, ve m, �ut
it exists as a unified society with an effective common WIll only at a pnce, WhICh
its members do not find too high-the cheerful acceptance of the will of the majority.
The respect of the present writer for the colle� tive wi� d� m of the q-overning
, 1t IS unusual m several
Body has grown with the years. For a body of lts SIze
respects, not least in the ability of its members to get up, say what they have to � ay,
and sit down again. I t is not uncommon for 20 or 30 speeches t? � e heard m a
discussion lasting less than an hour. When some totally new tOpIC 1S ,mtroduced
the discussion may appear chaotic, with no trace of a common view, as each member
goes about it in his own way, and a decision m�y appe�r indefinitely far off; but
,
,
usually by the next meeting the apparently confllctmg
VIews have been reconClled,
the discussion is short and to the point, and a decision which all can accept is quickly
reached.
Even if there were no tradition to the contrary, it would be hopelessly wasteful
of time to employ so large a body in controlling normal administration. There is,
however, a tradition going back to the foundation of the College (and to m� ch
more authoritarian days) of control by the Master and a small body of semor
Fellows, and this was readily changed into the modern elected Council. Statute
VIII continues " (3) The Governing Body shall elect twelve of their number . . . . to
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act with the Master as a Council for the administration of the affairs of the Colleo-e
to
and the management of its property and income. " Subsequent Statutes spell out
the powers of the Council, who elect all Fellows and College Officers, and have
con�plete financ�al competence to act in all matters on the College 'S behalf. In
addltlon to electmg the members of the Council (normally three every year to serve
f? r fc:ur years), the Go:r�rni�g Body itself elects the Master ; and it may at
any
.
tIn::e Itself reach any decIslOn It WIshes
upon College affairs, the Statutes providing
.
. can
a sImple mechanIsm whereby It
enforce its will in the unlikely event of this being
necessar y. In practice the S;- c:verning Body is consulted on all major matters of
.
.
College polIcy,
and at times It IS asked by the Council itself to determine matters of
great importance. For example, each of the decisive steps in putting up the Cripps
.
BUIlding; wa� successively decided i? this way-the choice of site ; the approval of
. of architec
the specIfic�tI?n ; the chOIce
ts ; and the approval of the detailed plans.
When It IS remembered that the Council appoints officers to exercise immediate
day-to-day control of each department of College affairs, and that it extends its
. t by
own oversIgh
a network of nineteen standing committees (all of whose members
are members of the Governing Body, but at any one time only a minority actually
n::embers ?f the. Council) the scope of the Master's activities may at first sight appear
cIrcumscnbe� md
� ed. We have, however, reviewed the structure of College
government I? thIS order so that the paramount importance of the Masters hip
.
.
can be apprecIated m
relatlOn
to the framework within which the Master works.
On the qualifications and duties of the Master, Statute II states " . . . . He shall
be
a person who is distinguished for his attainments and learning,and,in the judgme
nt
of the electors, the best qualified by his piety, discretion, and knowledge of affairs
to se�ure the good government of the College as a place of education, religion
,
learnIng, and research. (2) He shall exercise a general superintendence over
the
.
affaIrs of the College, an? shall preside ex officio at all meetings, whether
of the
Fellows or o� the CouncIl, and shall, except where otherwise provided, have, in
case of equality of votes, a second or casting vote. He shall have the power, in
all cases not provi �e? for by the Statutes of the College or by any College Order,
to make such provIslOn for the good government and discipline of the College as
he shall think fit . "
Th� Statutes therefore e�1Visage the office o f Master and the power o f the
GovernIng Body as part of an mseparable whole: if each were looked at in isolation
the Ma � tership would appear to involve responsibility without power, while
th�
Governmg Body has power but lacks direction. In the kind of society depicted
by those modern novelIsts who have taken university life as their theme, this
could
. g clash
only lead to a paralysm
of wills. The fact that such a situation has never
arisen in this College during the four decades and more which have elapsed
since
.
the present Sta�utes came mto
force sheds an interesting light on the difference
between the solId figures and the shadow play. But such aberrations aside it
must
be admitted that in view of the strength of mind of all those concerned, the�e
might
be a �ianger of a cla�h but for two factors-the Master has been elected
by the
.
maJont
y : and the SOCIety as a whole is in the habit of accepting the majority view.
We have seen how ultimate authority in the College is diffused throughout the
.
Governmg
Body, and executive authority is delegated by Statute to the Council.
The P!ocess of delegatio� is carried much farther, indeed as far as possible
, the
. g authont
CouncIl delegatm
y for the conduct of all routine day to day busines s to
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the College Officers, of w�om there are only four f':lll-time ones (the Senior Bursar,
the Junior Bursar, the SenIor Tutor and the Chaplam) and �ather .ove� a . dozen part
time ones, apart from the much gre� ter nUJ?ber wh� se malll dutIes . lIe m teachI�g.
S ch a system could only operate satIsfactonly by havmg a central pomt rO':lnd WhICh
alY turns, and as the Statutes are framed this position can only be occupIed by the
Master.
. . .
' h ot her
It has never been laid down that the MastershIp IS lllcompatI'ble . WIt
than
stnngent
more
residence
for
requirements
statutory
are
work (although there
office
hold
to
Masters
the
of
four
All
.
office)
teachinothose for any University
under the present Statutes have done other things as well, but each has made the
College by a large margin his principal conce�n. .
. . . .
.
With so many part-time officers, e�ch with hIS . own responsIbIlI.tIe�, and .wIth
the four full-time officers each necessanly preoc�upIed for most of hIS time with a
particular facet of College business, the Master IS thus the only one able to spend
much time on the affairs of the College as a whole. In �he e� d a�l the. threads
of affairs come back to him, and as chairman of the CouncIl (whIch m . spite. o� all
the delegation needs to meet about thirty times a year) and of most of Its pnnCIpal
committees he normally makes up the agen�a, and infl�e?-ces b�th the content and
the pace of business. Indeed, without . obVIOUS supervision or m :�rference he. C�?
do much to maintain the smooth workmg of what one may term normal affaIrs . .
Some such affairs involve him personally in a good �eal of wc:rk-for example, m
the course of the annual election to Research FellowshIps he WrItes so�e 500 lett�rs,
to say nothing of the task, co�mon .to other members of the CouncIl, of assessmg
the merits of thirty to forty dIssertat�ons.
.
But if he also possesses the qualIty of foreSIght, as all t �e . recent Maste�s have,
he can do much more. The College organism �espo.nds wII�I�gly to senSIble and
reasoned leadership, and this the �a � te� is peculIarlr In a posltlon to supply. The
.
experience of d�e present wnter IS lImited to the times of the last t.hree M �ster�,
.
and it has been mterestIng to see how each tackled. the problems o� hIS office m hIS
own way. Their approaches have . �t the same time had much �n cc:mmon, the
common ground being largely condltloned by the nature of the SOCIety Itself.
The paramount aim of each has apparently been to enabl� the. Colleg� to take a
firm grip on its affairs : and to pursue commonly a�cepted aIm� m a ratlOnal w,ay.
.
This in turn has involved two separate sets of polICIes, one dIrected to guardmg
and extendino- the financial independence and material resources of the College ;
the other to �naking the best use of the varied talents of all the members of the
College, but especially of the Governing Body, to the common goo � . .
The mos t difficult task of the last 30 years was faced by Mr BenIans m 1 939-46.
It was necessary to devise and implement policies which would minimise dislocation
of the education and careers of individual members of the College,and to pursue them
during the war. At the end a great influx which carried numbers in residence to
unprecedented figures had to be absorbed at a time when the College finances w.ere
.
.
under great strain . He succeeded, a�d m domg so encourage� the GovernIng
.
after the �artIme absence of so many of Its members, and
Body to reintegrate Itself
to continue its activities as an effective whole.
In spite of their diversity o� abilitie�, training and oUtl.ook, the members of
.
.
the Governing Body share certam expene?c� �ll1ch condltlons m many �att.ers
.
common attitudes-without which,mdeed, It IS dIfficult to see how the organIsation
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could function at all. Many of these attitudes are deep-rooted and seldom questioned,
and make easy the pursuit of agreed common aims as a consistent policy over
prolonged periods.
The most important of them is a belief in the value of the College society as an
instrument of education-a society comprising within itself scholars of all ages,
pursuing the common aim of understanding better the world in which they live.
In its early years the College was rigidly authoritarian. There was a careful division
between the teachers and the taught, which came at what is now an unexpected
level-up to five years after their M.A. degree the young Fellows were allowed out
of College only twice a week. Fortunately, education is a process which need not
cease at any particular age ; by the interplay of ideas the old distinctions have
vanished. The society now includes many members, retired from formal duties,
whose minds are as receptive of new ideas as they were in their youth. This they
owe in large measure to a constant bombardment of ideas and questions, first from
their seniors, then from their contemporaries and their juniors. But of course,
anyone who has ever disagreed with his parents knows how much more important
are the opinions of his contemporaries . With this in mind the older members
realise the limitations of what they themselves can do to help the younger ones,
however much the younger ones may help them. What is clear is that if the society
is to achieve its educational aims as many of its members as possible must live in
one community, so that there are opportunities for all sorts of communal enterprises,
.
time for discussion and argument, and ample scope for the interplay of ideas . Such
an aim could not be achieved with some undergraduates living in Cherryhinton
and some in Chesterton. The College clearly needs buildings large enough to
accommodate most of its members, and certainly nearly all of its undergraduate
members .
This need for more buildings has provided the most important continuing
theme of College policy for the last forty years-a theme accepted by succeeding
generations of Fellows . The way to this aim has been long, with many narrow
places and difficult passages ; and if it has now been largely achieved (last year
91 % of undergraduates were living in College), it is only because under the guidance
of three successive Masters the Governing Body has willed the continuance of this
policy.
The magnitude of the effort involved can be gauged from the facts that thirty
years ago the College had approximately 1 80 undergraduate rooms grouped around
4 courts ; now it has about 420 grouped around 9 courts . To this each of the
last three Masters has made his own distinctive contribution-under Mr Benians
the Chapel Court building was erected, the only major building ever put up by the
College entirely with its own resources ; and an important start was made in renova
ting the old buildings. This was carried actively forward under Sir James Wordie ;
at the same time the Appeal was launched and the Merton property acquired : and
the part played by the present Master in bringing all to fruition need not be stressed.
From this activity we may take as a working example the erection of the Cripps
Building. Between the first news of the benefaction and the completion of the
building, in addition to the Council and the Governing Body five committees
worked on it-with some common membership, but each having the particular
experience needed at a particular phase of the operation. The membership of these
committees, determined variously by the Council, the Governing Body, and the
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But without their occupants the bUlldlngs would be an empty shell ; wlth. the
expansion of living space has gone the g�o �th and development of the soc1ety.
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What now? The College society has never ? een so n�m�rous or so d'1verse,
yet we cannot assume that the �uture will .be a s1mple proJectl0r: of the past and
present. To foresee the f,:ture 1S alw� ys d1fficult ; In � comn:unity part ?f whose
business it is to encourage lnnovato rs, It verges on the 1mposs1b le. In Ehzabethan
times, when Sir John Harington devised a water closet, no one could have fo�e�een
modern plumbing, still less that a larger . bur� aucracy would be n�e�ed to �dm1nister
the Building Regulations concerned wlth It than t�e whole C1VIl Ser.v1c� of the
Elizabethan state : Sir Ambrose Fleming, when he lnvented the therm10 �1c valve,
could not have foreseen modern electronics with its ramifications extendlng from
computers to pop music. And the crystal ball becomes more clouded as the pace
of change quickens. Nearly a century elaps.ed between Dr Powell's re.forms of
College teaching in the third quarter of the eIgh�een�h century and th� r.Ise of the
modern system of universal competitive eXamlnatlOns so �haractenst�c �f t�e
western world today ; but Sir Charles Parson� saw a grea� ln�ustry anse In hIS
lifetime from his invention of the steam turblne, and so d1d Su John Cockcroft
from his pioneer work on atomic structure. In the past the College has nurtured
many men who have broken out of the common mould, and no doubt � t. is now
fostering, and will in th� f� ture foster, J?any .more. But external pollt1cal an.d
financial pressures are bUlldlng up to an lntenslty unknown .for 250 years. . It 1S
likely that the new Master will face problems of an essentially. non-educational
kind more pressing than his predece�sors have had t ? face dunng all that long
period. Will they overshadow what 1S after all the ultlmate purpose of the w�ole
organisation-education? As to that, Peacock wrote "If all th� nonsense wh1ch,
in the last quarter of a century, has been talked on all . other subJect.s were thrown
into one scale, and all that has been talked on the subject of educatlon alone were
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thrown into the other, I think the latter would preponderate." Those words were
published in 1 860 ! Whoever becomes its new Master, the College will no doubt
campaign for sense : and if the risks are great, so are the opportunities.

It was later, when I turned up at the other Cambridge" that Quick came smack
into my life.

G. c . E VA N S

.
.
Quick and I are usually talked of with reverence and will one day be numbered
with Euclid and Galileo.
.
. .
Quick's natural talent is for speculative bUIldIng. One . week he wIll . have a
block of flats put up to his own design, and run round sellIng them �or I.nflated
prices by his voluble sales talk. The next week he, and the p �rcl�asers, .wIll discover
that they are beginning to �ollapse. But he laughs off theIr dISappOIntment, and
is soon planning and marketIng another block.
. .
Quick was not a member of any college. He dls � lked the c?llege � tmo� phere.
People wondered why,. in that case, he chose to stay In a collegIate umv.ersIty. It
sometimes bothered hIm, because he knew that colleges we.re filled with. und �r
graduates, research students, and dons, all incapabl.e of amusIng or educating hIm
in anything worthwhile. Few of them w� re studYIng D � A, and even fewer were
prepared to hear his latest ideas on the subject . every evemng.
.
So far he had achieved nothing. A fnend (who was ObvlOusly educated)
said he wa � like one of the genii in the Arabian Nights, corked up inside a bottle.
Once he got out he would swell enormously, and you would never be able to shut
him up again.

The Single Screw
or, you too can make a great biological discovery;

A non-objective account
by James Watt Jr.
with a Foreword by Sir Boastful Brag
Some comments on the book :

"There is nothing else in literature to equal it." C. P. Snow (Lord).
"He stood on the shoulders of a giant." Francis Crick.
"One of the great 'camp' works in modern prose." Notes of a Nitwit, En
counter.
Foreword

Traditional theorists have pictured natural science as a discipline demanding
patient experiment and intellectual effort. This remarkable book shows how little
there actually is of either. The last chapter, in which the screw is described so
vividly, exceeds expectation : the tension mounts and mounts towards the final
climax. I, like many others, have been misrepresented in this book. However, to
correct too many of its errors of fact would be to take away its essential qualities.
B. BRAG.

Introduction

The story of the screw is the story of five people : Virus Pauling, Wilky,
Rosy, Quick, and me. To show that science is often a matter of personalities, I
shall simply write down all the nasty things I said about them at the time, rather than
the truth as others saw it and as it subsequently became obvious even to me. Though
they were unconnected with my discovery I shall also take the opportunity of
immortalising, by a mention in my book, some of my beautiful friends. Their
names-Herbert Gutfreund, George Kreisel, Ephraim Eshag, etc.-did not strike
me as typically old English. But with them, whenever I was not making break
throughs, I went to smashing parties or discussed the latest popsies. To tell the
truth none of us really had any social graces or cultivation, or any success with
women ; but the pretences of these European pseuds satisfied the snobbery of a
vulgar barbarian like myself.
Chapter One

I first met Wilky on a scientists' holiday in Italy. Lots of scarce Treasury
money had been spent on it : suspicions existed that this was money down the
drain. The high point of each meeting was the day-long excursion to some scenic
house or temple. Thus there was seldom chance for anything but banal remarks.
None of these decaying old buildings had any central heating.
I tried to snare Wilky by introducing my sister to him, and talking about DNA
all the time while we went round the temples at Paestum. He seemed more interested
in the buildings. I hoped he would marry my sister, and then she could pump him
about developments in his lab. But nothing came of it.
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Chapter Two

Chapter Three

'

.
When Quick and I decided to try for the Jackpo
�, we ran Into obstacles. -:r: here
were many results in the field of DNA : But the paInful fact could not � e aVOIded,
.
that they were in the possessic:n c:f Wllky. WIlky,
� careful worker, stIll t hought
.
his material unready for publIcation, an� the EnglIsh rules of hon� sty hIndered
.
us from making a scoop. We were afraId Wllky would conceal thIngs from us.
But' as we soon realised with relief, he was too much of a gentleman to do that.
Another obstacle was Rosy. We disliked the clothes she wor� . �orse,
Wilky depended on her co-operation for his success. Not .that she was hIS mlstre � s.
Though I mention the possibility I don't mean to suggest It was true. It was q�1te
easy to imagine that she had run away from home at an early age to have an abortion,
and had never got over it. However this was no � the case.
.
Rosy seemed to think that DNA was her subJ�ct: we knew It would be ours.
The situation was intolerable. Rosy had to be gIVen the boot. I walked down
the corridor to her room and kicked open the door. "O.K. Rosy, " I said. She
gave me a look which implied that I ought to have k��c�ed, and that Americans
.
did not know how to behave. She was obvlOusly CIVIlIsed. But there was no
time for such reflections. As I grabbed her manuscripts she came at me from be
hind the lab bench, and blocked my escape. I made a lunge at her and got out
through the open door.
In the end, we succeeded in our object. When, a few years later, Rosy died of
a broken heart, we felt rather sorry.
Chapter Four

.
.
Our real rival, who was out of our reach, was Vuus PaulIng. He had a natural
flair for this branch of show-business, which he had been in all his life. He would
jump up and down on the table, waving his arms in the air. Watching him, we
1

Cambridge, England, not to be confusecl with Cambridge, Massachusetts.
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secretly hoped that before he beat us to it the table would collapse and he would
fall flat on his face. Only a genius could behave like a ten-year-old boy and still
get the prizes.
From Virus we got the idea of playing with tinker-type toys, of the kind used
by pre-school kids. Then an American friend of Quick's, who had picked up a
grant of ten billion dollars for building models out of bits of plastic, offered him a
million a year to help work on it. He didn't go till later, but he got a set of the
pieces and we had fun fitting them together and taking them apart all day. This, I
began to feel, was what I was in Cambridge for.
Chapter Five

But I had other things on my mind, chiefly sex. I preferred the would-be
fashionable set I met at the little place kept by Quick and his wife Odalisque-the
Blue Light in Bridge Street-to a lot of dull pompous dons studying useless subjects.
To Quick, neither politics, religion, nor literature were of any concern. They
were clearly errors of past generations which Quick had no wish to perpetuate.
Apart from an occasional rapid scanning of a novel on the sexual misjudgements of
Cambridge dons, the only reading matter which Quick bought, and on which he
could discourse at length, was Vogue.
Quick and Odalisque took up the problem of how I might establish a connection
with the high-class establishment run by "Madame". Access to the French girls
who worked there could not be asked for openly. The best tactic was to start
"French lessons" with Madame. If I suited her fancy I might be invited to meet
her current crop of foreign girls. I cycled back to my rooms in the hope that soon
my stomach pains would have reason to vanish.
Chapter Six

But before long 1 reverted to my usual interest in French moneyed gentry.
Hyacinth was the most beautiful male in Cambridge. I admired his perfectly
delightful form as he explained what a bore it was choosing among social engage
ments for summer on the Riviera. Later, on my way to the south of France, I
looked at the long-haired girls on the Champs-Elysees, and knew that they were
not for me.
We arrived, improperly dressed, at the Chateau of Sans-Culottes, where I had
been invited as a distinguished guest. As we stuffed ourselves with free smoked
salmon and champagne, I could sense the value of a cultivated aristocracy. We
entered a huge room dominated by a Rubens and a Baroness. She asked me if I
had seen the mad Englishman. "Gee, Madam," I said, "Do you mean me ?"
The lesson was clear. If I was to be distinguished I must grow some eccentricities.

someon� gave us the
When pressed he emitted a woolly component. But now
be affected
dope that Vir� s h�d made a blooper. Would our future course of act10n
by this excurS10n mto adolescent blather ?
Chapter Eight

'
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Chapter Seven

I had already planned the first sentence of my article : "What geneticists do is
genetics." I would distinguish my writing from Virus's by its fine style. Another
zeroing in on DNA, however, did not make sense to me. The scuttlebut was
confused. No fresh facts had come in to chase away the stale taste of last winter's
debacle. Lying low made sense because we were up the creek. No matter how we
looked at it it smelled bad. I, a phage person, would have to eat crow. As for
Quick, the trouble was that despite his fabulous cranium he never gelled tightly.
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PEPPER
THE SECRE T OF LIFE. Phake diagram, showing ingredients of the Screw.

IAN W HITE
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A Glance Backwards

T� E buses were green and the upper decks had no roofs. They belonged to a
pnvate �ompany and their ascent of Castle Hill was neither confident nor regular.
In t.he cmemas of those days the only sound came from the undergraduates in the
audlence, but that so�nd was al r:-10st continuous. Every bout of kissing or approach
to It. was greeted wlth enthusIasm ever fresh and raucous. A quiet auditorium
meant an empty house or an unbelievably dull sequence. The American accent was
guesswork, for we had to read what was being said.
The streets were lit with gas, and gramophones were wound by hand-between
records or during records if the music showed signs of a fall in pitch. Motor cars
too were started by hand. They went less steadily, came less frequently, proceeded
less speedily, and took up less room. A horse in Petty Cury would not cause much
stir, and in Chesterton Road was commonplace.
In the shops there was service, but no self-service ; a few departmental stores
but hardly one of the multiples ; a three-course lunch for 1/9 ; twenty cigarettes for
l ltd ; a hair cut, with handsome tip, for 1/3, and a well constructed terraced house
for £350. The buses and the films, the cars and the music, the shops and the streets,
the food and the fags, the hair styles and the houses were not all inferior to those of
our o",:"n day, but with the advances in �ost one must, in spite of all nostalgic
colounng, acknowledge a general advance m quality.
If one had not liked the place one would grant these advances readily, would
look back in derision and mock the days when we were proud because Terence
Gray at the Festival Theatre was striking out in unbelievable experiment and Keynes
was on the verge of contemplating the possibility of an Arts Theatre. It would
be easy to deride a society living in conditions that now seem primitive, believing in
the League of Nations and putting its faith in the Locarno Pact, that had never
heard of Hitler, hadn't learned to split the atom, and only contemplated television
because H. G . Wells was familiarising us with the feasibility of the impossible.
If on� had c<?r:-tinued �� l�ve in Cambridge throughout the last forty years or
had been In a pOSltl0n to VISit It regularly, the changes would have merged in one's
acceptance of them and the original would have been lost as progressive changes
came.
It needed � break ?f years and a return, as a student, to revive the original and
to be struck m full Impact by the changes. Nostalgia must have its original
emotional attachment ; it must have separation and distance ; but it must have its
return. Otherwise, conception of the original is at the mercy of mere thought
'
reflection, and memory.
It may not be unique, but it is certainly unusual for a tenth term to follow the
ninth after an interval of 33 years, then to find that one of the lecturers is the son
of a contemporary, �nd that a fellow student is only one third of one's own age.
So much remamed the same. The station was, if anything, further away.
Buses, as before, always seemed to be going to places one had never heard of, never
where one wanted to go. It seemed easier to get to Lowestoft than to Sidgwick
A venue, and of three available routes from the far end of Parker's Piece to Sidgwick
Avenue each turned out to be much longer than the other two. Whichever you
took proved not to be a hypotenuse, and any bus you came across added half a mile
to your walk.
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My Life Story by Arie1 Pakk.

for slugging
I was born in Queens, N.Y., the night. mommy was . sent to jaillouse
�o.mmy
pappy with a .44 he had been carryin g on with a pretty nelghbor the
or
.lgmally
said to the judge I MUST LOOK AFTER �Y LITTLE . SUZY tha.t was t?y name
and
crymg
only the showmen changed it and she Just let hIm have It sobbmg and
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the judge he let her off it is from mommy i get my acting talent. My fir st boy
frend was a louse called BENJ IE he did not like my singing so i told him to gotohell
my second boy. frend was called MAXWELL J PENHOLDER boy was he a phony an
egghead my thnd boyfrend w�ich was the first i met in shobizness was a songndance
artlste left over from vaudevIlle but he ran off with a snak danser i heard later the
snak killed both of them i didnt mind they deserved what they got they was both
s.o.bs. .my .for�h boyfre�d .was the �rst i married that was because i could not get
an abortlon
111 tlm� then .1 dlvorced h1n: for mental cruelty the bum kept whistling a
tune from a show 1 was 111 that folded 111 New Haven for christs sake the fifth boy
fr�nd was my second husband and also my agent PERSEUS HOLLYWOOD it is a great
mlstake to r,narry yO�lf agent i am against marriage it adds so many complications i
have each , tlme 1 wnte a letter to stop to work out who i am when i am sgining.
I was chnstened when born SUZY LAGG LAGG being my mommy's name by her
first husband she never found out my poppy's last name he was on the run from the
cops i forgot to mention he got 20 years when they caught him then i was in a
legsho and was k r: own as SUZANNE LEGG kinda frensh then i was a hit on Broadway
and was called Anel ?akk by my ? ew agent the one i was stupid enough to marry i
mean PERsEus , only hlS re�l name IS AVERIL K . FLITZBOME so what my name is now i
do not know 1 usually sg111 myself soo PAKK that way is kind of cute i think one of
my re�o�ds ?as sold 2 mill�o? di �ks you probably bought it another one and one
half mlll 1<:)11 1 am n,ea:ly � ml�hona1fess only my a$�nt the one i was stupid enough to
marry as 1 have sald 1 th111k IS washed up 1 am hmng a new one i have one word of
advice to my Fans which same is do not marry your agent do not marry.

kind of you ! I'll tell you ! Yes, I'll tell you the shamefulness I've endured ! It's
Men ! Men are so brutal and red-blooded, Ariel ! I pray, oh how I pray, that
you may never know what it means to see their faces close to yours, to feel their
strong arms pressing you tight, and to know-to know-oh, it's so loathsome !"
"Heavenly days, Louise, to know Jvhat ?"
"To know that there's only one thing they want, and that 'you're going to give it
them 1 "

Chapter One. (Ghost: Margaret Me/ldeu).)
It wa� dark. It was damp. It was dirty. It was desperate. Those thoughts
throbbed 111 my unhappy heart as I lay, first in the confining womb, next in the
cell where my po �r mO.ther gave ?irth to me. She was a political martyr. My
father. had been killed In
a race-not. He had been trying to calm the mob of
rave111ng men. He was dead. My mother was disheartened. Heartbroken.
Outside the Sun beat down on the indifferent cotton fields, on the sulky red earth of
Georgi� . Darkies were singir:g their quaint spirituals. Even then they meant
someth111g to me . . . . My artlst soul drank up the music and absorbed it for ever.
An artist had been born. Why is the world so cruel to us poor songsters ?
Chapter Four. (Ghost: He/ene Stickburger (pseud.).)
"Why. Louise" I �ried, . wiping her tears gently away with my crepe-de-chine
handkerchlef drenched 111 a v101et sachet, "What is it ?"
, "You'll n�ve; und;rstand, Ariel" s�e answered, stroking my white kid-glove
as If she loved It, , You re too good and 111nocent and pure and young and beautiful
and talented. I pray you'll never understand what degradation means ! Once I
too could wear organdie ruffles. But I'm just a tramp now. Don't bother about
n1e !"
"Honey" I said rather reproachfully, "You know I'll always be your true
friend. What is wrong with you ?"
"Oh Ariel" she sobbed, burying her face in my mink stole, "It's so good and

"Louise darling, it can't be as bad as all that. What is it ?"
Chapter Five. (Ghost: Hiram St�cksJJJl'j/er .(pseud.).)
. , .
I looked at him in the moonhght. HIS body was sh111111g hke a star. Somehow
I wasn't me any longer. I gave myself wholly to him. His lips were murmuring
my name. "Oh Benjie" I breathed. I felt his body stiffen . . .
Chapter Six. (Ghost: Henry lames fIl.)
I found Maxwell Jarvisville Penholder to be, oh immensely much, ,by far the
mos t desirable of all "pals". His placid wisdom was ��e cover of a certa111 shyness,
a shrinkingness, that i� turn masked a deeply , senslUve Tnature, a pro�ound ar:d
limitless love of huma111tv. And how he expenenced! "): et he never fal1ed me 111
swift "chit-chat" about philosophy and the less demandi? g of the fine arts �etchi? g
and the composition of fugues). I never fo�nd. occaSlOn to �eproach . hlm wlth
shallowness of views or frivolity of soul. HIS k111dly hand gUlded me 111tO many
byways into which I might not otherw�se have -:entured-f? r instance, . the un
published letters of Ousp �nsky. and Kle7k�gaar� s manuscnpts C?f comlC verse
were obtained for me by thlS dehcately fastldlOUS dl1ettante. Hang It , all, he :vas of
a refinement ! . . . . Perhaps a word as to his physical appearance mlght asslst the
gentle reader's powers of visualisation. He was tall, thin, blonde, wore a monocle
and faultless evening dress.
Chapter Eleven. (Chost: Louella ParJons.)
I shall never forget the wonderful encouragement J got that night jus � before
that wonderful Gala Opening ! Telegrams flooded 111-they had to bnng the
United States, I mean that wonderful big ship, to have somewhere big enough to hold
them. There were kind words from BING and BOB and FRAN KIE and J OHN and PAUL
and GEORGE and ELVIS (I was a teen'y bit hurt that RINGO sent nothing, but he explained
afterwards that he had writer's cramp) and darling MARLENE and darling J ULIE
and darling BARB RA and sweet ARETHA and sweet EARTHA and sweet ELLA. ETHEL
MERMAN just dropped in, some yards out of her way, to wish me god speed and borrow
my compact! MISS PARSONS sent me kind words but I heard nothing from Hedda
Hopper, now dead. Alas, so were HAMMER STEIN and COLE PORTER and LARRY
H ART, but they came all the same, as did RODGERS and IRVING BERLIN .
The then
PRESIDENT and LADYBIRD were in the stalls and all those wonderful secret service men !
So were D I C K and LIZ!
Chapter Twelve. (Ghost: Mrs Miniver.)
And now at the end of my stormy life I have found at last true peace and
contentment with my dear husband, Perseus. And I want to say this to all my
fans, to all who read this book, to all with hearts, minds, bodies, feelings, and
United States citizenship, and it is this : a }JJoman's place is in the home: making life
cosy for her man, and raising up sweet little citizens to take their places as comrades
and combatants in the great battle that the forces of Light, Life and Liberty are
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2. WITH A SONG IN HER HEART. Ariel Pakk's Story, in Her Own
Passionate Words, as told to Perseus Hollywood.

waging ' gainst the forces of Darkness, Death and Destruction. And God help the
United States in her battle 'gainst the Reds all over the world, and cheer and sustain
her new noble leader. And may God bless you all as He has blessed me. And
Perseus too wishes to be associated with this message . . .
3. Ariel Pakk to Perseus Hollywood.
Dear Averil,
i have read the version of my life story that your ghostwriters have hashed up
from my original script i dont know what you think you're up to Buster but you
better cool it i dont understand the words that have been put into my typewriter
by your ghosts and i dont think my Public will either you get wised up or i get me a
lawyer as sure as my name is
SUE
and dont think i'm being funny either.
4. Perseus Hollywood to Ariel Pakk. (Cable).
DARLING SUE CAN EXPLAIN EVERYTHING BUT EVERYTHING
GUARANTEED SALES OF TWO MILLION FOR REVISED SCRIPT MAYBE
MORE IN THE END BE A SENSIBLE GIRL YOU KNOW YOU CAN U SE
THE MONEY YOUR DEVOTED HUSBAND AVERIL HOPE RENO IS
FUN WIRE ME NAME OF NEXT SOULMA TE IN GOOD TIME FOR
PRESS RELEASE.

And that, jans, is the story oj Ariel Pakk

STAR !

Commemoration of Benefactors

An address delivered in the Chapel on 5th May, 1 968

"I TELL you that which you yourselves do know." The words of Mark Antony
to his Roman friends and countrymen are well designed to be the preacher's motto,
and for a Commemoration preacher in particular they are bound to be a fitting
epigraph. Nothing is either more difficult or, on such an occasion as this, more
necessary than to remind people of what they know and have not forgotten. To
commemorate is to remember the memorable, to note what is notable but has well
and often been noted, to remark only upon what is already so well known to be
remarkable that its repetition may seem merely tedious to those to whom it is not
a form of sentimental self-indulgence.
But self-indulgence is a coat of many colours. Cynicism and sentimentality
are modes of one substance, two species of one failure-the failure to adjust the
price marked on the label to the real value of the product ; just as scepticism and
dogmatism are two forms of credulity, two modes of failure to set the right value on
evidence and argument. Each man and each generation is beset by one or other
of these distorting inclinations, and each of us has something to learn from other
men and other generations whose estimates and emphases are different from his
own. What each of us has to learn is usually here again something that he knows,
and often something that he cannot even be said to have forgotten.
Let me remind you of what you know about reminders, though you may
sometimes forget it and sometimes vigorously deny it : that it is often useful and
sometimes necessary to tell somebody something that he knows as well as you do.
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To tell an undergraduate that his essay is very good, or that his essay is not very
good, is usually to tell him s �mething that he knows, but it is r: ot usually and
certainly nO.t always a waste of ttme. I may say tc? the parent of a ch�ld, sEeakmg of
his own ch1ld-I may even say to myself, speakmg of my own ch1ld- After �ll,
he's only a child," and still not be saying something that does not need to be saId.
.
And if no man had ever told a woman that she was beauttful except when he thought
she did not already know that she was beautiful, both literature and life would be
the poorer.
.
Another complaint against reminders is that so <;>ften they seem to. confhct.
Proverbs are platitudinous reminders, and they well Illustrate how plat1tud� can
clash with platitude. Look ?efore you leap, but never forget that he who heSItates
. the many hands are the hands of too
is lost. Many hands make lIght work, but If
many cooks the broth 'Yill be spoiled. . The conflict here is more app�rent than real,
and is in any case a functton of the functIon that proverbs and other remmders perform.
W/e have to remember so many and such various things, and they are so hard to bear in
.
mind all at once that reminders are like signposts : I need one on one occaSlOn and
another on another occasion and they would all be useless if they all pointed in the
same direction. I do not necessarily contradict myself if I point due north when one
man asks me where King's College Cl:apel is and point due s�)Uth when �nother man
asks me where King's College Chapel IS. What. should be � a1d to a man m answer t.o
. 1 but also on where he IS
this or any question depends not only on what hIS questlOn
�
and what he knows and believes and what he and we have saId to each other already on
this and on other occasions. And all this amounts to one good reason, to the best
reason, why we owe annual and daily gratitude to those "',ho made . possible for us a
method of teaching in which such differences are not an mconvement obstacle but
a virtue that is its own reward.
Such a method also helps us to keep in mind the difference between a difference
and a conflict or a contradiction, a distinction that can be illustrated from the earlIest
history of the College. The foundation statutes enjoined upon the Master, Fe�lo:vs
and Scholars the practice of daib commemoration of benefactors. The bene�Clanes
were to look back with pride and gratitude to the source of the College's bemg and
their own living and learning. But to found the College at all was to look forward,
forward to a long future, and the College once founded soon became and has for
more than four and a half centuries continued to be a pioneer of each successive
"new learning" as well as a preserver and trans �itter of the . old. A m.an is most
likely to know where he is and to reac? where he IS bound for If he sometImes lo oks
.
back and sometimes looks forward, If he looks to the left but also, on occaSlOn,
to the right.
.
.
Daily commemoration would no doubt be burdensome to our ImpatIent
generation-too much reminiscent of Max Beerbohm's parody of G. K. Chesterton,
"Some Damnable Errors about Christmas", which inveighs against the hoary
fallacy that Christmas comes but once a year, and recommends daily celebrations
of that and all other feasts and festivals and fasts. "Every day pancakes shall be
eaten either before or after the plum pudding. They shall be eaten slowly and
sacramentally . . . . They shall be tossed to the stars." Beerbohm here reduces
ad absurdum the condition of those who are powerless to do anything because they
look always and only at what has been done, and whose preoccupation with the
past is either a sterile routine or a crippling obsession. But there is more than one
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direction in which it is possible to go too far. Though we cannot preserve or
revive the provisions of the original statutes, except to the extent of a modest
daily commemoration when our post-prandial grace gives thanks on our behalf
for gifts given a A1argareta Fundatrice nostra aliisque benefactoribus, we can and should
hold fast to our regular annual Commemoration, and try to understand and fulfil
its function in our individual and corporate life and work and thought.
The philosopher and critic T. E. Hulme, who must have attended Commemora
tion services in this Chapel, reminds us how necessary it is to have a rhythm, a
regularity, even a ritual about commemorations and remembrances public and
private, if they are to be effective or are even to survive at all. Just as everybody's
business is nobody's business, so every day's business is no day's business. What is
neither practical and pressing nor designated for a predictable and recurrent occasion
is liable not to be done at all.
Before you conclude that that would not matter, let me remind you again of
something that you know. Anniversaries are not the monopoly of blinkered
conservatives. Revolutions are celebrated annually, even by revolutionaries, and their
jubilees and centenaries are marked as loudly as those of any royal birth or restoration.
Oak Apple day and May day are separated only by a month of days and by little or
nothing in spirit and sentiment. Lenin's tomb and the processional pomp of Red
Square are just round the corner from the Vatican. The dodos anatomised by
Angus Wilson-"such darling dodos"-were clinging to a past that was none the
less crippling for being a recent past, and was all the more crippling for seeming to
its victims to be a radical future in their bones.
Robert Frost writes in the preface to his collected poems that more than once
he would have lost his soul to radicalism if it had been the originality it was mistaken
for by its young converts. Elsewhere in the preface, and still more and more
importantly in the poems, he shows that his reverence for originality, for what is
really new but also more than just new, is quite compatible with his impatient
rejection of a radicalism that is itself in danger of being an orthodoxy by which any
dissent or independence of mind is reviled as heresy.
The contempt for the past that some recent Provosts of King's have preached
and tried to practise is harder to achieve than they think, and it is especially hard
for anyone with any serious devotion to science or scholarship, art or literature,
music or religion, that is to say for anyone who has any right to be a beneficiary of
the benefactors of a place of education, religion, learning and research. A man
cannot be serious in his loyalty to any of these pursuits and yet not know that the
achievements of a thousand others are the precondition of his own attempts. Even
if, per impossibile and in a fit of madness, he were to reject all at once all the content
of all that he had inherited from his predecessors-his benefactors-he would
necessarily do so by the use of critical tools and methods that they had helped to
forge and fashion for him.
I know that you know all this, or you would not be here. But I also know,
from some things that some of you and some others have said and written, that
some of you need to be reminded of what you know.
Some of you need other reminders, for which there is now no time even if I
had the other resources that they would call for. Some of them are the reminders
that should least of all be needed in this place. Nobody here should ever forget,
but some do sometimes forget, that a thing can be valuable beyond price without
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Winter, New England

Dialogue

I KNOW from nothing
said he, proud.
She asked of meaning.
Why, I know all things
except nothing.
You mean like a wheel
said she, smiling.
A wheel ? please explain.
It's simple, said she,
your knowledge is its spokes .
You mean, nodded he,
my wisdom radiates in all
directions ?
Of course,
and the centre being a hole
is nothing. Truly, said he,
you do understand.
But I still have a question,
flashed she.
Ask.
It seems to me
you are nothing'S slave.
Slave ? Ha ! I ignore nothing, I am
no slave, of anything.
But she persisted, you revolve
around a centre, namely
nothing, and are thus chained.
He looked deeply puzzled,
awed by her way with words,
but only for a brief moment :
woman, woman, concluded he,
you make too much of nothing.

SNOW down, and now six long weeks
battered : quiet trees form
abstract patterns against a clear,
cold sky. And the narrow road
that winds beneath lies frozen,
encrusted-sterile without a weed.
All the vacant doubts, the echoing
that will not echo or disperse,
of three
in the afternoon, a short Sunday
in February :
I went out to see
if the hills still kept their order
without a sun. I jumped the brook,
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comforting-a winter metamorphosis,
it seems, of a summer's sympathetic
fall (but I remind myself, the road
does not know what strains will come
with spring.)
I watch : a world from out of the opaque
cold, raging after itself.
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and with dog beside me, turned to watch
the smoke rise. The train to the city
leaves at five ; but here beneath
the transparent places in the ice,
a kaleidoscope of ever changing
forms, an inner turmoil, is somehow
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Dreams
THESE dreams make coils of all my thought
And wind around the tick of lo ic ;
�
These dreams-a. maze where mmds make play
As self unravels the actor's string,
Where shrouds outBaok the flats and give
No exits, no entrance s, none.
Inside or outside, which is which ?
In doubt I circle round the globe
Oasis, s� or tomb ?-and ask
In turn the mimes that freeze, compress
Beginning, end and middle from
The clacking alphabe t of life
To say both: what and why they are.
Oblivion falls, and answer rests
In echoes : I must dream again.
MIC HAEL MAVOR

Go to Work on An Egg ?
& oo�d
frQm between the sheets
like a cold fried egg
and reached
for the breakfast tray
on whiCh
the cold fned egg
oozed
from between the buttered toast
like a man gettiqg out of bed
so that
when he dropped it
the buttered toast
ooZed
between the sheets
like a man
getting out of a cold fried egg.

BERNARD METCALPE
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being useful. When somebody asked Ezra Pound "What use is poetry ?" he
answered with a question, "What use are all the flowers in the public parks ?"
A theoretical physicist answered a similar question with a similar questio,n : "What
use is a baby ?" Wittgenstein pointed out that we do not think because It pays any
more than we bring up our children because it pays,
Another form of forgetfulness finds expression in the incantation : "If we were
planning this for the first time now we should neve� do �t like this," (The subject
and object of the comment m�y be a college or a umvers1ty or a town centr� or, the
British Constitution or anythmg else bequeathed to us by any of our multlfanous
benefactors), And the comment is nearl� always correct, All th�se things are
different from what they would have been 1f we had been able to bUlld them from
scratch, But they are not necessarily the worse for it, If we were designing the
Cotswold villages or Trinity Library or the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel, we should
conceive them very differently. But eyen i,f we had ,th� self-confidence of those
who demolished our old Chapel and bUllt th1S Chapel, 1t 1S to be hoped and prayed
that we should be saved from ourselves.
It ought perhaps to be considered whether we do not need a periodical
Commination of Malefactors.
If that were done, I should hope to hear recited in the roll the names of all
who commit the last and greatest of the fashionable forms of forgetfulness, one
that should least of all be found or fostered in a place of education and learning.
The grossest of all forms of intellectu�l irresponsibility is to demean �nd disp�:age
the human intelligence and understandmg, ,to take from 1t, all the que� t1ons, poh�lcal,
moral, religious, philosophical, that call for its subtlest and most sus,tamed operatlons,
and to hand them over to settlement by dogma, whim and passlOn. It is under
standable that men should sometimes be wearied and disheartened by the consciousness
of their infinite ignorance, but the cure for such despair is to remember that our
finite knowledge and understanding has grown, is growing, and will continue to
grow unless we are faithless to the trust that our benefactors have placed in us.
They knew, and we know, but we may still sometimes be te �pted to forget, that
the light shineth in darkness, and the darkness comprehended It not.
J . R. BAMBROUGH

Obituaries
PROFESSOR THE REVEREND EDWARD CRADDOCK RATCLIFF

I
LIKE most interesting people, Edward Craddock Ratcliff was a complex man. At
least one part of his personality sprang from an unhappy childhood, following the
death of his mother at his birth. Early life for him was a loveless complex of
prohibitions. His account of it reminded me of the boy in Saki's Sredni Vashtar,
playing a lone hand in a largely self-created world, overshadowed by the threat of
invasion by aunts. It may have contributed to making him self-reliant and a
scholar ; it did little to enrich the emotional side of his life. He used to say that he
agreed with Talleyrand's observation (I may misquote) on women : you may put
yourself in their arms or at their feet, but never in their hands. He placed emphasis
on the latter part of the aphorism.
If the springs of his emotional life lay partially buried, it may have been to the
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profit of his friends, in whom he took an absorbed interest and treated with under
standing and generosity. Many friendships lasted a lifetime. On the whole, he did
n� t choose hIS o",:,n kind, but those who contrasted, both in character and tastes.
HIS own conformity was ba�anced �y a ,tast� for eccentricity in others, provided that
there was someth111g genu111e to Justify It. No opinion which he formed was
s�cond-hand. It was this which made him so refreshing and explained his observa
tion that on the whole he was not attracted to intellectuals because he found them
unintelligent.
At Queen's College, Ox�ord he linked the Upper Common Room with the
, a way WhICh no one else did. He taught them that civilised
111
ergraduates
?
n
�
11V111g sprang from th� Mediterranean and that the past was part of the present.
He tau B"ht the:n to th111k accurately. There was delight in the way that he made
solem111ty the 111strument for humour. After his return to Cambridge, to his own
college, there were many undergraduates, as well as Fellows, who felt the same
warmth and affection for him as his Oxford friends.
His deep schola�ship link �d him with learned minds all over Europe and ranged
far beyond hIS, parucular subject. One area to which it did not extend was the
m�chanical and scientific side of life. For a period of time I tried to teach him to
dnve a car. , We escaped injury, but the narrowness and frequency of the occasions
drove us rapIdly to a common conclusion : he was unteachable. Typically, he gave
the car away. Thereafter he took cabs.
After his death I heard from a Fellow of St john's of two occasions when as an
und�rgr�duate, he had taken Ratcliff sailing at Fowey. It shows him as a m�n not
lack111g 111 �ourage. They were alone in a small boat, aiming for a town along the
,
coast, but 111exp �nence
, led to trouble and they were lucky to get back. Three
days later they tned aga111 and were caught in a storm. It was more than apparent
, out �o sea and of capsizing were greater than the
that the chances of be111g carned
, not speak, to offer unwanted advice,
,
chances of survlv�l : Craddock Ratcllff dId
.
or comfort or cntlclsm. He sat in the middle of the boat, relaxed and impassive.
Unexpectedly, the �nderg:ad �ate got t�e boat back. They went to the hotel,
,
talk111g o� 111dlfferent th111gs. Only at the end of the evening
b�thed ar:d d111ed,
dId RatclIff refer to the expenence. He said : "The next time, I think that we will
take a cab."
Cambridge and his friends are sad to lose this remarkable man.
N. C. R.

arrogance he could not stand and he rarely forgaye bad manners. After his death,
in an age when it is fashionable to d,ra:v att�ntlon to the so-called gulf betweena
undergraduates and Senior Members, It IS fitt111g, to reca�l that the Professor was
natural and original exponent of the art of fostenng relations between the� . "
A character as colourful as the Professor 's not unnaturally attracted Its crltlcs.
Many of his views may ha�e � eemed, and perhaps w�re, old-fas �ioned or, in some
respects, unacceptable, but 1� IS s�gg�sted that w�at In others mIght take th� form
of enthusiasm, or even paSSIOn, 111 hIm was felt 111 terms of respect or conSIdered
disapp roval : his instinct was of moderation. .
'
Those who knew him well will chensh parucular memones. Before hIS
Tripos one of us received an invitation to lunch with the Professo r in the Wilberfofrce
Room between papers. The luncheon consisted of very dry mutton (no �t),g
Ryvita (no ,but,ter) and half a bottle, of champag�e and was ��peated the follow111ne
. . . the champag
day. The 111vltatIon was couched 111 the follow111g terms :
warm
een
,?
eady
al
has
lamb
�d . . . 0r:ly thus
the
Desert,
;,
will be as dry as the Gobi
of hIS deep
typICal
was
ThIs
n.
afternoo
the
in
matter
can mind prevail over
e.
concern for one's welfar
St John'S and Cambridge are now d�priyed of, the learni�g and the company
of a remarkable man. \YJe miss him for hIS fnendshlp and for hIS solemn, somewhat
measured sense of humour ; for his unforgettable anecdotes-r�nging from Queen
Victoria to Hermione Gingold ; for his support of the �omm1ttee, nO,t�bly at the;
Garden Party, where his p,resen�e se�med to, lend a� alt of respecta� ll1ty , to th�
indulgent occasion ; for �IS delIght 111 send111g hollday postc�rds- seaSIde art
as he called it �· and for hIS affection for cats. Many of us WIll never forget the
unfailing inspi ation and encouragement he provided, a backbone of companionship
throughout three or more impressionable years.
P. W. B.
'

'

G. J . K .

III
Professor liked to toy with the idea of returning after death, having seen
two ghosts in his time, both in India. One of them was a young subaltern 111 full
regimentals, writing a love-letter : he had died by his own hand. Ratcliff's own
spirit would be very welcome. He used to say "I will never haunt New Court :
it would make my ghostly teeth chatter."

THE

D. H. V. B.

II
T? thos,e undergraduates who had the privilege of enjoying Professor Ratcliff's
fnendshlp, the sense of loss on hearing of his death took no account of the half
centu�y or so that , separated theJr gen �rations. This was due entirely to his unique
�apacIty for dr�",:,�ng around, �lm a cltcle of young men, widely different in their
and d�lighting them with his hospitality.
111terest � and a�111t�es, and U111tIng
ThIS hospitalIty was the most ObVIOUS manifestation of his kindness and his
generosity, yet he took an immense personal interest in our lives. His respect for
the, little amo�n� of �earnir:g <?ne may have possessed was remarkable for one so
em111ent and d�st111�U1sh� d 111 hIS fie� d., He recognised achievement, however small,
and rewarded 1t with hIS charactenstlc charm and encouragement, but intellectual

HENRY Albert Harris, Emeritus Professor of Anatomy and Fellow of the �ollege
since 1 935, died in Cambridge on the 10th September, three days before hl� 82nd
birthday. Two years ago, on the night of the day of St John the EvangelIst, we
had drunk his health together with the healths of two other Fellows who had
become eighty that year-Profess<? r Sir Frede�ick Bartlett and , Professor Ernest
, and enterta111111g
,
speeches.
Walker, and all three had replied with charactenstlc
H.A., as everyone called him, was born on the 1 3th September, 1 886, at
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PROFESSOR HENRY ALBERT HARRIS

Rhymney, Monmout hshire, where his father was manager of the Bessemer Steel
Plant. �hen h� was four years old they moved to Merthyr Tydvil, and there, when
h� was eIght, l11S father �led. He was th� young� st of six chil� ren brought up by
hIS mother. He took hIS B . Sc. degree In PhySIC� and ChemIstry at Universit y
. .
. schools
College, CardIff,
In 1 907 and taught first In
In South Wales and then in the
Ea� t Lo?don College. He decided to become a doctor and at the age of 30 entered
�mversIty College, London, and, when medically qualified, was demonstrator under
Su George Dancer Thane and later Sir Grafton Elliot Smith, himself a Johnian
(Fellow, 1 899; Honorary Fellow, 1 93 1 ) .
Apa!t �rom a year a s �ock�feller Foundation Research Fellow (1 925-26) he
shared hIS time b e�ween U mversIty College and University College Hospital ; and
. � lIaIson
.
was appoInte
officer between hospital and college. In 1 927 he was
.
appoInted AssIstant Professor and four years later was Hunterian Professor of the
Royal Coll� ge of Surgeons o� England and appointed Professor of Clinical Anatomy,
a post speCIally cre�ted for hIm at the College and Medical School. In 1 934 he was
ele�ted to the ChaIr of Anatomy at Cambridge, and in the words of The Times
o � Ituary of September 1 2, 1 � 68, "left a relatively new, well-organized department
Wit? a model muse�m, of WhICh he was curator, for an antiquated department, with
.
a dIlapIdate
d and dlsorde�ly �useum a?d somewhat unsatisfactory teaching arrange
. g the teachIng
.
ments. He wasted no t1t?e In establishIn
on a sound footing. In
1 9�7, m �)O�y becan: e avalla�le �or a ne� Anatomy Department in Cambridge. "
ThIs bU1l �hng: and Its orgamsatlOn remaIn a permanent memorial to Harris. A
recent article In ,!v1urm�:', the journal of the C.U. Medic�l S ciety, and signed by an
�
.
undergraduate A.M. , co�taIned
an
unpleasan
t
demgratlo
n of H .A.'s work in
. e, whIch
.
Cambndg
c�used �lm a great deal of distress during his terminal illness.
Profe � sor D. V. p�vles wntes " I regard the article in Murmur, signed by A.M., as
both Inaccurate, lll-mformed and almost malicious . Had Harris been well he would
have undoubtedl� dealt with it in an appropriate manner."
Whe� he retIre� , H .A . t?O � up the post of Professor of Anatomy in Cairo :
.
It
,,:,as a kmd of s �ntImental pllgnmage to a country he had admired through Elliot
SmIth, who was hlmsel� the first Professor of Anatomy in Cairo in 1 900, and whose
work there o� mumn:les caused him to develop his extraordinary Egyptocentric
. slOmst
.
hyperdlffu
doctnnes. He was in Cairo on the 26th January when Shepheard's
Hotel wa� bur?t d <?wn, an.d indeed on that day he had arranged to lunch at Shep
heard's with SInclau �outIt. His "underground" phoned him and he managed to
get a message to LoutIt : thereby both were possibly saved from a violent assault or
even death.
Harris was "sacked" by the �gyptians and on the 1 8th March, 1 952, went to
Khartoum where he held the Chau of Anatomy for nearly four years once again
ta�ing pa�t in th� building up of a new depa� tment of ��atomy. H ; thoroughly
enjoyed h: s stay In Egypt and th� Sudan despite the pol1t1cal upheavals . In Cairo
.
.
he lIved In a flat In
Gezua
wh1Ch he described as follows : "It is Newmarket
Hurlingham and Kew in one, with race course, polo, tennis, swimming, ete. , and
mo � t gaudy and wonderful trees, shrubs, and flowers. The shops are stuffed-from
caVIar t.o quaker Oats, from Armagnac to Coca-Cola ." Of the Nile Delta he
wrote, In hIS characteristic fashion, "there is no castration so the land is active"
and of Egyptian politics, "I hop� Anthony Eden doesn' t give way to them, though
I suspect hIm. The Sudanese wIll know what to do with them. Scalpel fore and
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aft." In the Sudan during vacations he spent much of his time trekking through
the desert and southern Sudan with his friends Robert Kirk, Dean Smith and John
Blos s.
He retired from Khartoum at the age of 70 and since then lived quietly in his
house in Selwyn Gardens. He had married Margaret Llewelyn Webb in 1 9 1 2, and
she was a pillar of strength to him in those early, difficult days wh�n at a ma�ure age
he was turnina from science master to doctor. She, and theu five chlldren
two sons and t h ree daughters-survive him. He was a devoted family man.
Harris wrote many papers on anatomy, radiology, embryology, anthropology
and teratology, and a book, Bone Growth in Health and Disease (1 933) . Of all the
anatomists of the last half-century H.A. was the only one to have a structure named
eponymously. The British Medical Dictionary has this entry :
Harris, Henry Albert, 1 886- , Cambridge
anatomist. Harris's lines, transverse lines
at the growing ends of bone due to illness.
This type of line was originally thought to occur only in rickets but H.A. showed
that it could appear after any serious illness. He called it a "line ?f arrested growth"
and used these lines to measure the rate of growth of bone. HIS remarkable work
on this topic sprang from the fact that he was not only interested in anatomy but
also in clinical medicine, pathology and radiology.
.
Professor D. V. Davies has kindly supplied me with these comments on hIm
as a teacher. "Harris lectured mostly on the principles of Anatomy. He was a
vigorous and powerful lecturer and the lectures were punctuated by homely analogies
and very enjoyable topical jokes. Any attempt to 'rag' Harris in a �ectur� was met
by an amusing if incisive response. His lectures were always beautIfully Illustrated
by a few clear line diagrams. He had littl� use for lantern slides-he regard�d them
. always looked over hIS notes
as the lazy lecturer's aid. Before lectunng Harns
and would see no one. He never read his notes in the lecture. No attendance
register was ever kept, but he always had a full house. On St David's Day the
students always flew a Welsh flag on the roof of the Anatomy Department and
.
decorated the lecture theatre with daffodils and leeks. Harris ate the leeks for hIS
lunch. Vivas in H.A.'s time were as much teaching as examination sessions :
his own vivCls were certainly of that nature."
U .L.F., writing in the British Medical Journal, says "In his talk he was sometimes
picturesque . . . he had an excellent command of the spoken word, and was able to
paint vivid, sometimes lurid, pict�res in anatomical lectures v.:hich beca�e graven
. demonstrators stood m awe of hIm som 
into the memory. Those who as JUnlor
�
.
times imagined him as a prowling lion, seeking whom he mIght
devour. But m
reality he was a kindly person, especially to those who bec�me ill during the long
.
and strenuous medical course ; to those he gave good advIce both medIcally
and
financially. Also he was a very conscientious � dviser to postgraduate � tudents
who were far away from their home bases, espeClally when they became tued and
dispirited. He was not an anti-feminist, although in the 1 920s and 1 930s many of
those in academic power were so. It was on � .A. � s nomination that the I?rese� t
writer was appointed as the first woman exammer m Anatomy for the Tnpos m
Cambridge. "
. m
. thIs
. country and the U . S.A.
Ten of Harris's staff hold or have held chaus
Every teaching hospital in England and Wales has students of his as Consultants .
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As a token of the affection with which he was regarded by his old pupils he was,
on his eightieth birthday, presented by about 400 of them with a silver tankard and a
cheque for over £900.
It was appropriate that when Harris moved from the London he knew to the
Cambridge he did not, he should be made a Fellow of St John's, the college of his
old mentor and colleague, Elliot Smith. He was particularly happy, as a good and
loyal \XT elshman, to belong to a society that had educated Edmwnd Prys, William
Morgan and John Williams. He was at times very provocative and even aggressive.
His direct and blunt approach made him enemies ; his unerring gift for detecting
the bogus and insincere made him to some a difficult person, but to us in St John's
he soon became one of our most loved colleagues. We admired his uprightness and
toughness . The academic world, like all worlds, is full of nonentities and lazy,
mealy-mouthed men : H.A. was a positive character, hard-working, honest, out
spoken. Generations of Johnians will mourn him : the Combination Room on a
Sunday night after dinner will not be the same without Harri Bach, glass of claret
in hand ("Port does not agree with a Celt", he used to say with characteristic ex
travagance) holding forth on almost any subject.
The exigencies of rationing in 1 946 made me, when Steward of the College,
start the St John's College Pig Club, with a small nominal membership-half
Fellows and half staff. When rationing ceased we kept on the Club as a splendid
anomaly, with a fairly large membership of Fellows and staff who meet four times a
year-the summer meeting, to which wives are invited, in the Wilderness. H."A .
was the President of the Pig Club for many years until his death, and few will forget
his racy speeches at our meetings or his recent generous donation of a fund to give
assistance to any members of the staff in special need. He was always on the side
of the under-dog and the under-privileged. He judged every person as an individual
and was as happy and easy dealing with the newest kitchen porter as the oldest
scientist. He was the ordinary man who achieved great scientific distinction and
never lost the common touch. The memory of his rich and warm humanity will
cheer and refresh a great cross section of Johnians of recent years.
G LY N D A N I E L

HERBERT SHARP
THE passing of Herbert Sharp earlier in the year in his eighties will be sad news to an
older generation of Johnians to whom he was a well known figure as a lay clerk in
the Chapel Choir.
H. S. Sharp joined the choir in 1 9 1 0 as a young man and was the possessor of a
magnificent tenor voice. At the time he was faced with the problem of deciding
whether to take the plunge and, as many of his well wishers urged him to do,
make a full time career with his voice, or to seek other and more secure employment
with music as a subsidiary occupation. Fortunately for the College he chose the
latter and he remained as a tower of strength to the choir until age and the change
over from lay clerks to an all choral-scholar choir in 1 949 necessitated his retirement.
Herbert Sharp was a veritable Peter Pan for not only did his voice last much
longer than is usual in a singer, but in his seventies and even when he had passed
his eightieth year he was still in great demand as a producer for amateur societies
of Gilbert and Sullivan operas. To see him at work, as the writer was on occasions
privileged to do, was a fascinating, if humbling, experience.
A considerable personality.
L. H . s.
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is an acknowledged authority, and there is also
an intriguing discussion of tektites-those
curious glassy objects which appear on
certain parts of the earth's surface, probably
having developed their unusual, often button
like shapes from their rapid descent through
the earth's atmosphere. The book concludes
with a largely historical chapter on the dis
covery of Neptune in 1 846, which was the
result of independent calculations by the
Johnian J. C. Adams and the French astronomer
Le Verrier. Dr Lyttleton shows that the
discovery of the planet more or less in the
quarter of the sky indicated by Adams and
Le Verrier was something of a fluke. This
fits in well with the general theme of the
book, which is that in spite of the formidable
developments of science, the use of computers,
the growth of radio astronomy and the
evidence derived from space probes, the
corpus of agreed knowledge even about our
own solar system is remarkably small. The
argument is throughout conducted with
great clarity, and the layman will be able to
follow it without difficulty, although the
mathematical illustrations may elude him.
Eight plates of photographs add considerably
to the interest of the volume, which is very
good value at its price. It should be read by
all who are interested in keeping up with the
frontiers of knowledge, if only to reassure
themselves that this frontier, too, advances only
with difficulty and with pitfalls for the unwary.

Reviews
BOOKS

The Eagle is anxious to revieJv books �y members
of the College, lvhether resident or not; but cannot
engage to do so unless copies of such lvorks are sent
to the Editor on their publication.
R. A. Lyttleton, Mysteries of the Solar �ystem
(Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1 968 : 35s.)

_

IN the seven long but very readable essays
of this attractive book-originally delivered as
lectures at Brandeis University-Dr Lyttleton
discusses problems concerned with the origin
and composition of the solar system. In the
first essay he shows how little is as yet firmly
established about the course of events that
brought the system into existence. There is a
discussion of the theories of Sir J ames Jeans
and Sir Harold Jeffreys, to the effect that the
planets evolved from a filament of matter
drawn from the sun bv the action of another
star. Dr Lyttleton finds considerable difficul
ties in these theories, as indeed he has done
for many years, having been the pioneer of the
view that planetary material could not have
been drawn from the sun. But after con
sidering alternative hypotheses he concludes
that "the working out of them to show what
processes result can scarcely be said to have
more than begun". Two further essays
discuss the constitution of the planets and
the interior of the earth, and in the latter case
it might be supposed that we are, in more
senses than one, on firmer ground. But
in fact even geologists cannot agree whether
the earth's surface has contracted or expanded,
or has remained the same. As Dr Lyttleton
says and scholars in disciplines remote
from his would agree-"It is one of the
difficulties of theoretical work that there
can always be found different schools of
thought that maintain contrary conclusions
based, so they all feel, on precisely the same
range of evidence." In the author's view
an initially solid earth developed a liquid cor�
by compression, which resulted in the con
tractions of the surface which we see as
mountain chains. But he admits that "it is
certain that much remains to be discovered"
about the interior of the earth. Two further
essays deal with comets, on which Dr Lyttleton

H E N RY

PELL I N G

The Yachtsman's Cook Book by E. W. R.
Peterson. 240 pp. London, Leslie Frewin,
1 966.
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E. W. R. PETERSON has been described as a
retired lawyer by profession, a yachtsman by
predilection, and a cook by instinct. For
nearly forty years he has been week-ending,
cruising and ocean racing, usually as cook.
In 1 946 he sailed both ways across the Atlantic
in Latifa as cook. When he retired in 1 950,
he bought a Dutch Boeier, the Willemien, and
explored the waterways of Europe. In 1 953,
when moored on the banks of the Seine in
Paris, he took the Diploma of the French
Cordon Bleu school of cookery. Sir Alan
Herbert, who contributes a preface to this
book (and introduced the author to the
waterways of England), describes it very
38

happily as "a very good book, well-written
and well built on knowledge and experience."
It is about cooking in the most cramped,
difficult and confounding conditions, but it
can be warmly recommended to those who have
no intention of going to sea and work in
easier circumstances than the galley of a boat,
and have no need of deep fiddles on their
shelves, tables and stoves and expanding
curtain rod lashings for their kettles and pots.

was a large slice of thinly cut ham, and on this
poised two fried eggs. The whole was
encircled by an ample helping of fried potatoes.
'What is that ?' I asked. 'Oh that is an
Uitsmuiter, to prevent him getting hungry
before the dinner' was the reply." And it is
nice to learn the Dutch for a hangover-a
Katszef!jammer, for which he recommends a
Prairie Oyster.
Our experienced and well-travelled author
does not fall into some of the easy pitfalls of
writers of cookery : not for him any question
that the name of the Bomard and Langouste
dish is a l' Americaine and he is in no confusion
about the difference between crawfish and
crayfish ; but he slips when he writes of
toasted cheese dishes and calls them, as do
the �gnorant chefs of cheap restaurants,
rareblts-a false etymology for the correct
Welsh rabbit and Buck rabbit.
As with all good cookery books we are left
hungry and slavering. How nice if the
author asked me to dine with him on Willemien.
What would we have that he recommends ?
I :"ould go easy on the borrelijes and dispense
wlth an Uitsmuiter. Perhaps Haringsla to
begin, then creme vichysoisse, his own Willemien
carbonnade, and a souffle rum omelette
(f�r . rum he says is "the traditional sea-faring
spwt for Enghshmen"), and then his savoury
of kippers, filleted, mashed up, set on buttered
toast, dusted with cayenne pepper, sprinkled
with lemon j uice and lightly grilled. Delicious !
Come to think of it : I will have another
borrelije-where is that bottle of Bokma ?

The author's likes and dislikes come through
his amusing and economically written book :
he doesn't like tea-bags or vodka which he
finds a pernicious drink even as Bloody
Mary and recommends us Yeoman Warder
(gin and tomato j uice) : I recommend Bloody
WiIliam which is sherry and tomato j uice.
He enjoys red-currant jelly with grilled
sausages, cannot resist brains, recommends
Red Cabbage a la Flamande with Toulouse or
Lyonnaise sausages, insists on us using only
the top grade of paprika (Noble Sweet) in our
goulash, and gives us some recipes I have not
rr:et els.ewhere such as his own family Cottage
Ple, hlS own Karbonnarfje Willemien (which
starts off with pork chops coated in mustard),
a Gilbury Omelette (he confesses not to know
the origin of this name) which has a filling
"of chopped and diced vegetables, such as
carrots, turnips, onions, potatoes, as well as
sweet corn, peas, tiny broad beans, asparagus
tips, french beans cut in half inch length,
diced cucumber, red and green peppers, all
diced and cooked in butter", and Haringsla,
a dish of diced beetroot apples onion
'
potatoes, shredded lettuce or endi�e, hard
boiled eggs in slices, and raw salt herrings.
He is an enthusiast for things Dutch and
gives a vivid account of the eating of fresh
raw herrings in Holland in May, and explains
to us Uitsmuiter. This we are told is a
typically Dutch dish: "an excellent stopgap
or stay-bite on occasion. I first met it at a
party at a Dutch yacht club. We had assembled
for drinks before dinner. These consisted
of borrelijes, little glasses of Dutch gin, which
are always taken neat. This part of the function
goes on for some time and the drinks arrive
in regular and rapid succession. Presently a
portly member of the club sat down at a small
table and a steward brought him an enormous
plate on which was a piece of toast on which

G LY N D A N I E L

THEATRE
THE PYTHAGOREANS

FIRST it must be recorded, in j ustice to the
artists and for the sake of the chronicle that
'
during May Week a second workshop per
formance (The Waste Land having been the
first) w�s put on by the Lady Margaret
Players 1n the Old Music Room. The pro
gramme presented two one-act plays, and a
welcome opportunity to see what the actors
could do with larger roles than The Waste
Land afforded. This was especially true of
Chekhov's The Proposal: three fat parts into
which three able performers sank three sharp
�ets of t.eeth. Mr Nick Jones was particularly
lmpresslve as the weakling Lomov. The
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David Price in Spare

modate an audience of a hundred. It is
agreeable enough, but my first impression is
that the stage could with advantage have
been a little higher, since the auditorium is
unraked, and that it is a pity that a proscenium,
not an apron stage was installed. In such a
small theatre, where intimacy is everything,
productions should not be muffled in drapes,
and the present generation of Players, at
least, have amply proved their ability to seize
the opportunities of theatre in the round.
And a more naked stage would give the
School of Pythagoras more of a chance to
assert its unique personality. Overall, how
ever, we can only be grateful to the College
for such a valuable present to the drama.
Let us hope that much good work will be
done in it, and that the Lady Margaret Players
will become as much of a College glory as the
Lady Margaret Boat Club used to be.

production could not exploit the essentially
untheatrical atmosphere of the Old Music
Room : it had to fight it ; but the battle was
won, and between them the actors and the
producer (Mr Keith Hutcheson) successfully
created the illusion of a seedy Russian drawing
room.
Hurrah For The Bridge presented the same
sort of challenge as The Waste Land: a surrealist
play which could only succeed through swift
and certain teamwork. An illusion had to be
created of night-a great port-its land and
water traffic-the squalor and danger of
its docks. It is greatly to the credit of the
company that, as in The Waste Land, they
were able to force the audience to use its
imagination and see, smell, hear all these
things. It is also greatly to their credit that
they could hold attention to a drama which
was largely unintelligible, if not meaningless.
Eeny, Meeny, Meiny and Mo, waterfront
delinquents, picked each other off with armed
umbrellas ; Rover and Ruby entertained us
with pastiche Beckett. One was left with
some striking mental images. Probably more
of the credit for this belongs to the producer,
Mr Neinstein, than to the author.
On to Cockade. But first, a word about the
new theatre. Visitors must not expect a
Festspielhaus. At the back, a proj ection
box, and some raised seats ; in the front a
wide and shallow stage ; between, more
seats. The whole auditorium would accom-

Cockade is not quite the piece I would
have chosen to launch the new enterprise. It
is a sort of omelette, incorporating all the
kinds of theatre which the company have
experimented with in the Old Music Room.
So in a sense they were playing safe. Un
fortunately this cannot be said of their choice
in other respects. Cockade is a trio of one-act
plays, tenuously linked by recurring themes
such as violence, war, bawdy, racism, and
Catterick Camp. It employs an uneasy idiom
made up, so far as I could j udge, of two parts
low vernacular to one part of near-verse.
This made the social authenticity at which the
actors aimed difficult to achieve, and pro
duced some odd effects : for example, a Welsh
soldier (I think he was Welsh) asked "Why is
it always I ?"-a sentence otherwise never,
surely, heard on sea or land. The first play
of the three, Prisoner and Escort, is the most
naturalistic, showing a railway compartment
with a military prisoner being taken back to
Catterick. The author successfully builds
up an atmosphere of suspense and significance,
but in the end his hocus-pocus collapses,
and his little drama, in spite of all the ex
pectations it arouses, is exposed as dreadfully
trivial. But it contains some good parts
(Mr Wood seems to have a knack of writing
them) and they were well taken by the
performers. The pace was a little slow, but
matters quickened with the entry of Hilary

Hugh Epstein and Mike Polack in John Thomas
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Craig, who promises to be a very useful
actress. She showed she could be tough in
Chekhov ; in Charles Wood she showed she
could be touching.

THE PROPOSAL

by
Anton Chekhov
Stepan Stepanovitch Choobukav, David Price ;
Nataiyia Stepanovna, Hilary Craig ;
Ivan
Vassilievitch Lomov, Nick J ones. Director,
Keith Hutcheson.

I didn't like the second play, John Thomas,
at all. It concerns a schoolmaster living in
lodgings and his enigmatic relationship with
The Man From Upstairs. Messrs Polack
and Epstein worked hard and capably, but
there are times when I wish that Harold
Pinter had stuck to acting. I certainly wish
that Mr Wood had never read his plays. I
am profoundly tired of sinister strangers
threatening the innocent with such menacing
remarks (delivered always with a sneer) as
"Will you lend me some tea ?" Nor do I
spontaneously care why John Thomas and
his neighbour competed to dress up as a
j ockey, and the efforts of author, actors and
producer failed to change my apathy on the
matter.

HURRAH FOR THE BRIDGE

by
Paul Foster
Rover, Mike Neff;
Eo!)', Nick Viney ;
Mee1!J', Nick J ones ; Mei,!Y, Keith Hutcheson ;
Mo, Ian Hering ; Ruby, Hilary Craig. Director,
Ray Neinstein. Stage Manager, Pete Cunning
ham. Sound, Trevor Davis.
COCKADE

by
Charles Wood
Prisoner and Escort : Blake, Ian Hering ;
JuPP, Nick Jones ; Hoskinson, Keith Hutcheson ;
Girl, Hilary Craig.
John Thomas : John Thomas Mike Polack '
'
Man From Upstairs, Hugh Eps �ein.
Spare : Dickie Bird, Pete Gil l ; Harry, Keith
Barron ; Garibaldi, Rob Buckler ; Spratt,
David Price ; Freddie, Keith Barron ; Drum
mer, Mark Honeyball.
Director, Chris Bailey. Stage Manager, Mike
Hill. A.S.M.s, Dave McMullen, Robert Ding
wall, Giles Edwards, J ohn Wilcocks. Lighting,
Roger Hills, Pete Cunningham. Sound, Trevor
Davis. Set Design, Richard Griffith. Publicity,
Rob Buckler.

The last play, Spare, had most fun and
games in it and gave Mr David Price a good
part as an obsessive sergeant-major acting
out fantasies of his regiment's lurid past in
what seemed to be a combination of a military
waxworks show and an assault course.
Nostalgia was the dominant mood. Lights
flashed, machine guns rattled, clouds of
dust and coils of coloured paper descended on
the players from the wings. What it all
meant, who could say ? As in John Thomas
I felt no compulsion to rack my brains to
find out. But the splendid Mr Price and his
three satellites-a corporal and two privates
kept the action rattling along ; there was a
lot to laugh at and a lot to please-particularly
some of the props, such as the actor trans
formed into a waxwork of the Duke of
Wellington by the simple means of a fine
uniform and a nylon stocking pulled over his
head. Except for the shockingly unmilitary
haircuts (was none of the actors artist enough
to sacrifice his vanity to his calling for a week
or two ?) there was nothing in the production
(Mr Chris Bailey) to vex.

College Chronicle
T H E A D A M S S O CI E T Y
There has been a great upsurge of activity in
the Society this term.
The three fortnightly lectures attracted large
audiences. Dr Taunt managed to "go forth
and multiply" in a very entertaining way ;
Dr Reid, who spoke on the first six letters of
the alphabet, succeeded in baffling a large
proportion of his audience ; and finally, the
ever-punctual Dr Moffatt amused us by
producing smoke rings from a cardboard box.
Two meetings were held to decide upon the
Society's attitude towards the Mathematical

But next time, please may we have some
thing tough and intellectual-something on
the Sartre or Ibsen wavelength ? Or at
least something with more girls in it ?
V E RC I N GE T O R I X
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f1nish at the head of the Division. After a
hard match, the College won through by 4-3,
and so won the League and regained their
place in Division Ill.

Tripos, and to produce proposals for reform.
A copy of these proposals was circulated to all
mathematicians in the College.
The Fifteenth Triennial Dinner, Part I, was
a most enj oyable occasion. Thirty six people
attended, and all are thought to have survived
the post-prandial activities.
Finally, I would like to thank Dr Smithies,
who has recently agreed to become our Senior
Treasurer, for his continued interest in the
Society.
A.

M.

If the Club awarded "crock-pots" on the
basis of the League performances, the honours,
despite the fine achievements of the 2nd XI
and 3rd XI, would go to the 1 st XI. The
team obviously possessed great potential but
struggled to find its best form for several
matches at the start of term. During this
time the League programme had an inau
spicious start. St Catharine' s were allowed to
pull back a two goal lead and escape with a
point. Caius thoroughly deserved their 3-1
win over a John's team whose performance
that day completely belied their ability. But
from this nadir in our fortunes, the team fought
back. A poor Clare side was vanquished 8-1
and with a weakened team we earned a deserved
1 -0 win at Pembroke. Trinity were beaten
4-2 and by this time the 1 st XI was approaching
its best form. With the return of Richard
Willey on the right wing, the 1 st XI was at
full strength for the vital match with Queens',
who had a 1 00% record before the match.
Queens' although the strongest side in the
League apart from John's, never looked
likely to maintain their record and our winning
margin of 4-0 could well have been doubled.
Queens' were now put under considerable
pressure as we proceeded to amass an un
assailable goal average by beating Churchill
9-1, Christ's 5-1 and Downing 8-1 . St
Catharine's, the third of the leading contenders,
lost to Downing and when Cats. and Queens'
fought out a 2-2 draw the League title was
bound for St John's. The early season
lapses had almost cost us dearly, but on our
form after those matches, none could dispute
that the best side in the League had finished
as Champions.

TONGE

ASSOCIATION FOOTBALL
CLUB

President: DR R . E. ROBINSON
Captain: J. L. FOYLE
Team Secretal]: D . M. NICHOLSON
Fixtures SecretarT s . H. DFSBOROUGH
The Michaelmas Term has been one of
outstanding successes for the Club. The
1 st XI won the League Championship for the
first time in over ten years ; the 2nd XI,
playing in Division Il, f1nished third ; the
3rd XI, playing in Division IV, f1nished as
winners of their league.
The 2nd XI having taken nine points from
their first f1ve matches, appeared to have a
good chance of f1nishing in the promotion
zone of Division n. However, as a result of
taking only three points from their remaining
four matches, the 2nd XI had to be content
with third place. Content they may be,
for with seven college f1rst teams in the
Division, one expected that a struggle to
avoid relegation would be the story of their
league programme. The strength of the
team has been that it has combined considerable
individual skill with a very high work rate.
Many of the teams in the Division were taken
aback by the determined football of the
John's team. The Captain, Nigel Quayle,
set a fine example and the team thoroughly
deserved to finish in such a high position.
After being relegated to Division IV last
season, the 3rd XI set about the task of
winning promotion. The first eight games
produced eight wins, a few by overwhelming
margins. When the penultimate match of the
programme resulted in the first defeat, by
2-3, the 3rd XI was put in the position of
requiring one point from its last match to

The defensive line of John Foyle, Nick
Viney and Barrie Singleton, backed by the
safe goalkeeping of Frank Collyer, was
seldom troubled by the opposition forwards.
The engine house of the team was clearly the
mid-field trio of Steve Desborough, Neil
Houghton and Don Nicholson ; their fitness,
tackling and distribution inevitably dominated
the game. That this trio also scored eleven
goals is an indication of the versatility of the
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side. The main threat to the OppOSltlOn
goal came from Tom McGing at centre forward
whose tally was fourteen goals and whose
play was impeccable in all respects. The
intelligent scheming of David Barnes resulted
in numerous chances for others. The speed of
Richard Willey on the right wing and the
skill of Eric Read on the left and their intelligent
use of space on the wings resulted in opposition
defences being stretched to breaking point and
beyond. The XI was fortunate also in
having reserves capable of maintaining the
team at good strength despite non-availabilities ;
Robin Goodfellow, Ian Hislop and John
Lackington all performed well in this capacity
and would surely have been regular 1 st XI
players but for the exceptional strength of this
year's team.
To the referees who have officiated in our
friendly matches in fair and foul weather
alike, and whose efforts on the pitch may not
always have appeared to have been fully
appreciated at the time, our thanks and my
apologies.
The Club is hopeful that it can maintain
winning ways in the Cuppers and Plate
Competitions of the Lent Term. The 1 st XI
will clearly be amongst the leading contenders
for Cuppers if their League form is maintained.
I t is the turn of the 3rd XI to win the Plate
this year, although the 2nd XI will doubtless
have other ideas about that.
Playing Records :
P.
1st
9

W. D. L. F.
XI Division I
7

1

1

15 League Champions

21

13

1 2 Third

17

18 Winners of Division

3rd
10

XI Division IV
9

0

2
1
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CLASSICAL S OCIETY
Wining and dining in the convivial atmosphere
of the Wordsworth Room were the only
activities of the Society in the Easter Term.
Our Annual Dinner had its usual accom
paniments ; a menu in Elegiac verse kept
even the most erudite Latin scholar guessing
as to the exact nature of the respective dishes,
though the speeches which followed were
fortunately in English.
For our first meeting of the Michaelmas
Term Mr J. C. Bramble of Peterhouse returned
to his old college, to deliver what proved to be
a highly controversial talk on aspects of
literary criticism. " A new look at some
ancient works of art" was the title Mr Braude
took for the colour slides he showed, and
commented upon. These included busts of
Hellenistic monarchs, remodelled with "mod"
hairstyles, and subtle transformations of the
portrait of J ulius Caesar.
Literary criticism of a higher vein concluded
the meetings for the term, when the Society met
to read "The Frogs of Aristophanes". A
lively English translation, thick regional
accents, ladies from Girton and pale ale
contributed to our enjoyment of the evening.

Positioll

11

XI Division II
2

Pts.
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2nd
9

5

A.

Match results so far have been very en
couraging. The First Team, playing in
Division One, has lost only one match out
of seven, and should finish in the top three.
Similarly the Second Team has won four of
the five matches played so far, and stands a
good chance of promotion back into the
Third Division.
Prospects for next season seem good, with
this year's freshmen gaining in experience and
forming the nucleus of next year's Club.

IV

R.

J . L. F.

BADMINTON CLUB

D.

HIRST

THE COULTONIANS
Czar: MR BROGAN

Captain: N. w. DAVIES
Fixtures Secretary: M. J. SOUL
Match Secretary: D. J. BELFALL
The Club membership at present stands at
twenty, more than half of whom are freshmen.
Thus we are able to run a third team again
this year, playing in the Fourth Division of
the University League ; the Second Team
plays in the same Division, after being relegated
at the end of last season.

On 1 8 October, 1 968, an informal meeting of
third year historians and research students in
history was held in the Wordsworth Room.
Mr Brogan, who had called the meeting,
presided, and dispensed chilled white wine.
His reward was to find the meeting amenable
to his suggestions. Accordingly the Society
of Coultonians was constituted. Its purpose
is to provide a forum where members of the
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the fact that someone always managed to have
a reasonable innings.
A good nucleus of players is left for 1 969,
and winning the Cuppers next summer is well
within the reach of the College.
Averages 1 968 :

College can read and discuss their own papers
on historical topics. Membership is to be
open to all J ohnians who care to j oin (especially,
of course, those reading history) though the
Czar (Mr Brogan's self-selected title) did not at
once issue a general invitation, thinking it
best to keep the Society on an experimental
(i.e. narrow) footing for the earliest meetings.
Accordingly only those present at the Inaugural
Meeting and those second-year men studying
the Expansion of Europe were invited to the
first working meeting, on 1 4 November, at
which Mr Peter Winn read an excellent paper
on "British Informal Empire in Latin America :
Uruguay as a - Test-Case". Those members
who came agreed in praising the paper, but
they were few in number, indicating the
necessity of extending the membership forth
with. Accordingly the next meeting of the
Society, on 23 January, will be open to all who
care to attend.

Battill,g
) . O'Keefe . . .
M . James . . .
A. K. BruceLockhart
M . Smethers
G. Howe . . .
R. Cullen . . .
R . Lane
R. Jackson . . .
F. Callyer . . .
A. C. C. Burtt-Janes

Lost 3

H.S.

2
1
1

212
156
1 85
199
51
223
266
192
149
174

74
61
47
71'
20*
94*
58
64
52
36

53.0
3 1 .2
30.8
28.4
25.2
21.3
20.2
17.4
1 6.5
15.8

M.

R.

IV'.
11
14
20
16
20
19

Av.
4.9
7.7
9.9
13.1
17.6
19.8

1

o
o

2
6
1

o

10
10
24
30
12
29

54
108
198
211
352
378

R. B. C .

The year has been as successful for those who
run for relaxation as it has been for the
competitive runners. While running in a
group it has been easier to maintain the
moderate, even pace which ensures warmth
without complete exhaustion, and it has
extended knowledge of the surfaces involved
and the countryside covered in a large number
of runs. It has also made for a more positive
approach to problems such as barbed wire and
sour farm workers.
The initial stimulus of the exhilarating
snow conditions of January perhaps partly
explains the very high standard of competitive
running in the Lent Term, when the College
team came second to a Blue-infested Clare team
in the St Edmund Hall relay, the Selwyn College
road relay, and in the inter-college league.
The crowning achievement of the term was
the winning of the University Hare and
Hounds Relay.
This term the intense competition at the
University level has diverted attention from
college racing, but even so the team heads
the Inter-College League at this stage. There
are grounds for hoping that next term's team
will include a healthy proportion of new Blues
and Spartans, so there is good cause for
optimism for the team' s prospects in next

Captain: A . c . c . BURTT-]ONES
Match Secretary: R. B. CULLEN
Fixtures Secretary: R. J AC K SON
Won 10

Av.

Rum

N.O.

CROSS-COUNTRY

CRICKET CLUB

Played 1 7

8
11
13
13
10
12

O.
BOIVlil1.�
29.0
R . B . Cullen
43.3
G. M a rkland
8 1 .4
G. Wells
77.1
D. Hendersan
A. C. C. Burtt-Janes 98.0
. . . 1 50.0
G . Howe . . .

D. H. V. B.

Results :

IIlIIS.
5
5
6
9

Drawn 4

This was a good season for the College, with
notable victories against the Old Johnians,
the Buccaneers and a strong St Catharine's
side in the preliminary round of Cuppers.
After this last mentioned victory, against a
team with four current Varsity players, the
team had high hopes of winning Cuppers.
After an easy first round against Corpus
Christi, we lost in the second round to Christ' s.
This was due to poor batting, bowling and
fielding by the St J ohn' s team.
The two other reverses were due in the
case of Northants Amateurs, to a weakened
team because of exams, and in the case of
Tiffin School Past and Present, to a gross
error of judgement by the Captain.
Apart from this one error, Tony Burtt
Jones proved to be a popular and successful
skipper both on and off the field. He had
under his command a team that was strong in
seam bowling and which always managed to
get a respectable score when batting, due to
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term's racing, when the unit of the college
team becomes increasingly important.
Those who have raced regularly are R. C. A.
Ward, R. D. Hurst, R. J. Shields, P. L. Thomas,
J. Pickles, S. Wilkinson, A. Mattingley, P.
Grainger and A. M. Brander.
R.

C.

A.

The following have represented the College.
N. J. Forwood (Capt.), R. C. Bell, P. F. Cox,
G. Dean, P. W. Gore, B. N. J olles, J. c.
Lackington.
N.

HOCKEY CLUB

Captain: P . K . AYTON
Team Secretary: R . E . M . ROSEVEARE
Fixtures Secretary: N. G. HUFTON
The Hockey Club got off to an ambitious
start this season when J. L. Robertson, a
Southern Counties coach, spent a day with us
giving a concentrated session of instruction and
demonstration. Our first three matches were
then won in fine style, so we feel this is an
experiment worth repeating. In contrast to
last year, the Club has had a good record
against outside clubs, but only an average
one against College sides. The 1 st XI has
won 5, drawn 2, and lost 3 so far with the
main league fixture list to come next term.
We lost unfortunately to King's after extra
time in the first round of the 1 st XI Cuppers,
but with N. Hufton finding the back of the
net regularly each match, the recovery shown
in our last four unbeaten games leaves us
hopeful of our chances in the First Division
next term.
After gaining promotion last year to the
Second Division, the Club 2nd XI has found
the predominantly 1 st XI opposition rather
tougher going. To win 4 out of 1 0 matches
is therefore encouraging and they reached the
quarter finals of the 2nd XI Cuppers.
Some good freshmen have reinforced the
side, an influx particularly necessary as only
one or two third year men are playing and
J . O'Keefe is playing again for the U niversity,
with T. Hill also j oining him on several
occasions this term. D. Bishop, R. Lewis,
R. Roseveare and P. Ayton have played
occasionally for the Wanderers, so if practicals
and the weather treat the Club gently, all
these heterogeneous elements should combine
into a useful league team next term.
One of the very encouraging signs this
term has been a keen and interested approach
from both sides, especially gratifying in the
2nd XI, in contrast to last year. The captain
of the 2nd team, D. Thomas must take a lot
of the credit for this aspect. Off the field
participation in the entertaining of outside

W.

FIL M S OCIETY
"The place will be packed", "Let's show
Stagecoach", "There are too many film societies
already" were some of the comments at the
meetings last term to decide what sort of
films could best be shown at St J ohns.
The result was a selection built around three
of Renoir's films, including naturally La Regie
du Jeu. Generally the old favourites were
best received, with Alexander Nevslry topping
the bill with three times as many people turning
up as could see it. The audience expected
better things of Innocent Sorcerers but much
enjoyed Kurosawa's Hidden Fortress. Mean
while we found that Westerns are of "limited
appeal".
We are much luckier than other Cambridge
film societies in having the new School of
Pythagoras. In fact we were the first to use it,
for our first film.
The emphasis next term will be on East
European films with Josef Kilian, Diamonds
of the Night and Shop on the High Street forming
the focal point. Every evening we shall be
showing a short to balance the programme.
Some will be critical, some animated, some
amateur, and of course there will be a K!!),stone
Cops.
S.

J.

ST.

CLAIR

J . F.

THOMPSON

GOLF CLUB
The College Golf Club plays several matches
each term against other colleges, the compe
tition being friendly rather than serious.
So far this term there have been three
matches, and at the time of writing there
remains one more to play. The first match
against the usually strong Magdalene team
was lost 3-1 . Against Queens' the team
struck form, not losing a match to win 3-0.
A variable game against Emmanuel was
drawn 2-2.
More fixtures are planned for the Lent
Term, with its longer hours of daylight.
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in the semi-final, and were unfortunately
outclassed. St Catharine's went on to win
the final easily.
Fairbairn Cup Race
With only the freshman, Rhodes, lasting
any length of time in Trials, we had a settled
Fairbairn crew earlier than is usual. However,
coaches proved to be every bit as much a
problem as usual, and in the end I asked
J. D. Nichol to coach throughout the term.
This he did with great enthusiasm, and until
the last fortnight everything looked to be
going well. The crew were doing a great
deal of hard work, both in and out of the
boat, and developed a short stroke perhaps
more suited to a sprint race. In the last
fortnight it became apparent that this style
was too short and ineffective, and the boat was
not moving as it should have been. In the
races we fell from 2nd to 1 0th position, over
half a minute behind the winners, St. Catharine's.
A Second Eight, made up of the spare
men from the first eight squad, and a few
retired oarsmen trained solidly for a week
before the race and did creditably to rise from
22nd to 1 5th place, taking the pennant for
the highest placed 2nd boat on the river.
We also had the distinction of having the
highest placed 3rd and 4th boats on the
nver. The 3rd Crew were awarded "crock
pots" .

teams has also been a lot better this term and I
should like to thank all those who have, in
this way, raised the spirit of the Club, and
also saved the pockets of the captain and
secretaries in no small measure !
P.

K.

A.

LADY M AR GA R E T B O A T C L U B
1 96 7- 1 9 6 8

President: THE MASTER
Senior Treasurer: COL. K . N . WYLIE
Captain: A. J. S . WHITE
Vice-Captain: N. J . SMITH
Secretary: J. A. DAVIES
Junior Treasurer: M . J. LEACH
M I C H AE L M A S TE R M
Light and Clinker Fours' Races
After the usual early start both Light and
Clinker Fours made very promising progress,
and we looked forward with optimism to the
races. The Light Four was coached through
out by Alf Twinn, and it soon became apparent
that this should be a fast crew. However,
steering always proved to be something of a
problem, and proved to be the cause of our fail
ure in the races. The large entry (20) meant that
we had a preliminary round in which we
were drawn against 1 st and 3rd Trinity,
co-favourites with Fitzwilliam. We had an
indifferent start and allowed Trinity to draw
out a lead of 12 seconds by the Plough, where
we started to row properly, and made up all
but 4t seconds by Peter's Posts, only to pile
into the bank at the Pike and Eel.
Lght
i
B01V
2
3
Str.

IV

A . ] . S. White (Steers)
N. J. Smith
D. F . Earl
S. D. Sharp

Coach
A. C. Twinn, Esq.

Clinker

Fairbairn Crews :
1st Boat
Bow J. D. Rootham
2 S. K. Why brow
3 ]. A. Davies
4 M. J. Leach
5 A. F. Pryor
6 N. ]. Smith
7 P. ] . Mayne
Str. A. F. Wallis
Cox G. M. Roberts

IV

BOJV C . H . Collis
2 A. F. Pryor
3 J. A. Davies
Str. M. ]. Leach
Cox ] . W. T. Meakin

Coach
Col. K. N. Wylie

2nd Boat
BOil} G. H . D. Darwall
2 1. M. Dalziel
3 R. J. P. Aikens
4 A. ] . Adams
5 R. Gore
6 C. H . Collis
7 A. ]. S. White
Str. S. D. Sharp
Cox J. W. T. Meakin

Coach
]. D. N ichol

The Clinker Four was chosen from a squad
of eight men who came up before term. Those
who w ere not in the IV formed the nucleus
of the Fairbairn VIII. The Clinker Fours
trophy has so often just eluded us, and we
were very hopeful of winning this year,
especially as we had a new fibre-glass boat
(scarlet of course). After disposing of Peter
house 'B' with considerable ease, and King's
after a very good race, we were set the much
more difficult problem of racing St Catharine's

3rd Boat ("Purchas")
Bo1V B . E. Cleghorn
2 P. A. Batchelor
3 D. P. Sturge
4 A. G. Parker
5 M. W. Rich
6 B . ] . Bence

7 M. J. Williams
Banfield
Walmsley

Str. ]. M.
Cox D. ].

Coaches
T. ]. Dennis
A. ]. S. White
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4th Boat (Novices)
BoJV
2
3
4
5
6

G. P. M. Clark
A. W. Seal
P. A. Droar
D. ]. Deacon
M. W. Woodcock
R. P. T. Hills
7 W. ]. D. Scandrett
Str. L. S. Lambert
Cox J. F. Durack
Coach
B. Walker

gain one place. The Engineers' were singularly
unscientific in their approach to rowing, and
relied on guts and determination with very
good result. They were indeed unlucky not
to make their fourth bump for their oars. The
last two boats consisted of people who had
never been in a boat before Christmas, and
it is a great reflection on the skill and enthusiasm
of Messrs. Rootham, Adams and Gore that
the two crews made four bumps between them,
and conceded only one bump.

Colquhoun Sculls
S. D. Sharp, e. H. Collis and D. P. Sturge
entered for this event. Sharp distinguished
himself by reaching the final after some very
good racing, but could not beat P. G. R.
Delafield, the e.U.B.e. President and holder
of the title.
Bushe-Fox Freshman's Scuffs
J . M . Rhodes was our only representative
in this event, but lost his first race against
Robson of Clare.
Trial Eights
The usual Trial Eights' Race at Ely was
not held this year, but both crews went down
to the Tideway at the end of term. L.M.B.e.
was represented by D. F. Earl, J . M. Rhodes
and ]. W. T. Meakin (cox).

2nd Boat

1st Boat
B01I} P. ] . Mayne
2 A. F. Wallis
3 R. J. P. Aikens
4 M . J. Leach
5 A. F. Pryor
6 A. J . S. White
7 J. A. Davies
Str. C. H. Collis
COX J. D. Nichol

Emmanuef Regatta
This customary post-Fairbairn event attracted
some good entries this year, and there was
some eXClting racing. S. D. Sharp won the
Senior Sculling event, and the same crew that
rowed in the Clinker Fours' race won the
Fours' event at the Regatta, but not before
some very close races.

BOllJ
2
3

W. ] . D. Scandrett
B. J. Bence
M. W. Woodcock
4 K. S. McCullogh
5 G. B. D. Mclntosh
6 1. M. Dalziel
7 G. H. D. Darwall
Str. D. P. Sturge
Cox G. M . Roberts
Coaches
S. D. Sharp
N. J. Smith

Coaches
A. C. Twinn
L. V. Bevan
D r C. J. Sergcl
S. D. Sharp

4tb Boat ( " Medics")
B01V G . P. M. C1ark
2 R. J. Badcock
3 N. ]. Smith
4 R. L. Toase
5 C. A. J. Brightman
6 P. ]. Hennessy
7 T. ]. Dennis
Str. 1. S. Sanders
Cox H. R. Epstein

3rd Boat
B01V B. E. C1eghorn
2 R. P. T. Hills
3 R. G. Groves
4 D. A. B. Edwards
5 P. A. Droar
6 L. S. Lambert
7 M. J. Will iams
Str. D. ]. Deacon
Cox ] . F. Durack

Clare Novices' Race
We were unable to retain this trophy, which
we won last year. Only one crew from
L.M.B.e. was entered, and they were beaten
in their first race.

5tb Boat ("Engineers'
B01v G. M. Roberts
2 C. D. Auger
3 P. Houghton
4 W. J. Forward
5 ]. Q. Rahtz
6 G. K. Cobb
7 N. F. Spencer

"

)

Chap man
C. M. Hood
R. G. Townsend-Rose
Coach
P. A. Droar

Str.
Cox

6tb Boat ("Eve's CrelV")

130lV D. S. Lindars
2 A. S. Wassermann
3 ] . Mobarak
4 A. Goldsmith
5 W. S. ]acobs
6 F. D. ]. Dunstan
7 N. M . A. Loftus
Str. P. D. Ison
Cox E. ]. P. Browne
Coaches
]. D. Rootham
R. Gore

7th Boat ("Adam's Crew")
B01V A. W. Seal
2 L. M. Taylor
3 M. P. Hill
4 C. L. Edwards
5 D. Williamson
6 M. Fabianski
7 P. F. Cox
Str. G. 1'. W. Foottit
Cox 1. G. Galbraith

Coach
A . ] . Adams
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Bridge and bumped them bravely 50 yards
from the finishing line.
Thursday. FitzwiIliam were back at full
strength on the second night, and with four
C.U.B.C. men in the stern had little difficulty
in bumping us, which they did at the Plough.
Friday. After a very good start we drew
clear of Jesus until Grassy, when we gradually
lost ground again. Jesus closed and almost
bumped on Ditton, but a series of final efforts
kept us clear until the railings, where we
finally succumbed.
Saturday. Although we had no difficulty
in rowing over clear of Clare, we were unable
to make any impression on Jesus. We thus
finished the races in 6th position.
The Second Boat were coached by Dr Ken
Holmes, Dr Richard Perham, Bob Howland
and Colonel Wylie. They were always very
keen and hard-working, but had some difficulties
sorting out a suitable style.
We had the maximum number of crews on
the river that our boats will allow-thirteen.
This was the largest number of any college,
equalled only by Trinity, and would have
been greater had more boats been available.
The Crews for the May Boats are recorded
below.

Sculling
D. P. Sturge was our most successful sculler
this term. He won the Fairbairn Junior
Sculls and finished third in the 2nd Trinity
Sculls.
Boat Race
Unfortunately D. F. Earl, our only repre
sentative in the Blue Boat, was obliged to
withdraw after spraining his ankle early in the
term. In the race, Cambridge started clear
favourites and soon j ustified the confidence
placed in them by all the newspapers. Win
ning the toss they chose Surrey, and the race
was over at Hammersmith. Some bad steering
by Oxford, and a near disqualification served
to end what little chance they had of making a
race of it. The final verdict was 3t lengths.
Isis v. Goldie
L.M.B.e. was represented by J . M. Rhodes.
After the Reading H.O.R. race it was clear
that barring accidents, Goldie must win this
race, and so they did.

Coaches
J. P. Fitch
B. Walker

Coaches
S. K. Whybrow
] . A. Davies

LENT TERM
Atrocious weather conditions put a stop
to training in the shell VIII for the first week,
but when we were able to boat we quickly
settled down under Alf Twinn and began to
function as a crew. We continued to improve,
coached by L. V. Bevan and Dr e. J. Sergel,
and lost only to Queens' in the London R.e.
College VIII's Regatta held on the Tideway
three weeks before the Lent Races. We were
rowing very well until the week of the races,
when we completely lost our form, and were
bumped successively by Clare, Jesus and
St Catharine's. We rowed over on the last
night to finish eighth on the river.
The Second Boat rowed well and lost only
one place, although they were very highly
placed to start with. The Third Boat un
fortunately went down each night. The
Medics Boat was highly placed as the fastest
of our "Gentlemen's Crews" but did well to

Bedford H.O.R. Race
After the Lent Races D. F. Earl coached the
First Boat, and brought us on quite well, so
that our performance in the race was the best
of the term. We finished seventh behind
Goldie, Queens', Bedford R.e., St Catharine's,
Fitzwilliam and Magdalene.

l .rt Boat

M AY T E R M
Training for the First and Second May
Boats began one week before Full Term as
usual. The First Boat were coached by L. V.
Bevan, Alf Twinn, Dr David Dunn and
John Parker, and made considerable progress.
The crew were always keen, and we kept to
our circuit-training plan at Fenner's well.
As a result, fitness and stamina improved
through the term. The races showed us not
to be the fastest crew on the river, but rowing
was always competent and enj oyable.

Bo}}}
2
3
4
5
6
7
Str.
Cox

Coaches
L. V. Bevan, Esq.
A . C. Twinn, Esq.
Dr D. C. Dunn
] . Parker, Esq.

Coaches
Dr K. C. Holmes
Dr R. N. Perham
R. 1. L. Howland, Esq.
Col. K. N. Wylie

3rd Boat

The Races
Wednesday. On the first night we started
5th, behind Fitzwilliam who were much
favoured to go Head of the River. They were
forced to row a substitute at 5 on the first
night, and although we made little impression
on them over the first part of the course, we
closed rapidly on them from the Railway
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2nd Boat

BolV P. J . Mayne
2 C. H . Collis
3 A. F. Pryo.r
4 N. ]. Smith
5 D. F. Earl
6 ]. M. Rhodes
7 ]. A. Davies
Str. A. ]. S. White
Cox ] . W. T. Meakin

J. D. Rootham
1. M. Dalziel
R. Gore
B. ]. Bence
R. ]. P. Aikens
A. F. Wallis
A. ]. Adams
M. ]. Leach
E. ]. P. Browne

4tb Boat (Engineers)

BOlV W. J. D. Scandrett
2 D. J. Deacon
3 G. B. D. McIntosh
4 R. ]. Kennett
5 P. A. Droar
6 D. A. B. Edwards
7 G. H. D. Darwall
Str. S. D. Sharp
Cox ]. F. Durack

Bmv
2
3
4
5
6
7
Str.
Cox

Coaches
]. W. T. Meakin
R . ] . P. Aikens

Coaches
P. A. Droar
A . ] . Adams

C. D. Auger
C. M. Hood
G. M. Roberts
G. K. Cobb
]. Q. Rahtz
N. ]. Forwood
]. D. Millington
D. P. Sturge
R. G. Townsend-Rose

5tb Boat (Medic.r)
Bm» A .
2 B.
3 R.

4
5
6

7
Str.
Cox

N. ]ohns
Walker
H . Higson
L. M. Taylor
C. A. J. Brightman
P. J. Hennessy
G. P. M. Clark
1. S. Sanders
R. H. Epstein

Coaches
B. Walker
J. P. Fitch
R . J . Kennett

6tb Boat (Big P)

Cambridge Regatta

Bmv
2
3

B. E. Cleghorn
P. A. Batchelor
D. Hart
4 A. G. Parker
5 R. G. Groves
6 P. W. Denison-Edson
7 M. J. WilIiams
Str. ]. M. Banfield
Cox D. J. Walmsley

As usual this event coincided with many
people's examinations so that our entry was
smaller than it might otherwise have been,
and substitutions were necessary. The Second
Eight entered Junior-Senior VIII's, and a
Novice IV was also entered. Neither fared
very well. D. P. Sturge in Junior Senior
Sculls, and D. K. Walker in Senior Sculls both
won their events in fine style. David Sturge's
performance was especially remarkable, and
rounded off an excellent year's performance.

Coaches
J. A. Davies
A. F. Wallis

7 tb Boat (Africa Boat)
Bmv
2
3
4
5
6

8tb Boat (Original sd

D. G. Gregory-Smith
T. S. Shucksmith
C. J. Marshall
J. C. Downing
A. M. WilIiams
C. ]. Nicholson
7 M. W. Woodcock
Str. D. J. Steventon
Cox M. Thompson

Str.
Cox

Coach
G. B. D. McIntosh

Coach
R. J. Kennett

Bmv
2
3

4
5
6

7

9tb Boat (B.A.s)
BolV
2
3

J . O . Hiles
L. C. Ingram
M. C. Evans
4 B. J. Evans
5 D. ]ones
6 A. G. Cowem
7 M. C. H. Wright
Str. A. M. Afif
Cox D . W. Hughes
Coach
B. W. Ellis, Esq.
I l tb Boat
(Magic Rottndabolll)

BOIv R.
2 T.
3 N.

J . Mawer
G. R. Hill
G. Hufton
4 P. Munn
5 J. G. Kingston
6 S. Samuels
7 P. K. Ay ton
Str. J. G. Misselbrook
Cox A. A. du Plessis
Coach
R. J. P. Aikens

T. B. LeM. Holland
C. L. Edwards
N. M. A. Loftus
F. D. J. Dunstan
P. F. Cox
G. T. W. Foottit
D. Williamson
A. C. Pine
R. C. A. Ward

MarlO1V and Henlry Regattas

Henley and Marlow Regattas were both put
back a week this year, which meant that
Henley was five weeks after the Mays instead
of the usual three. Many members of the
Club were unable, and some unwilling, to
keep training that long after the end of
Summer Term, so we had to be content with
entering only a Light IV at Henley-the
first time since early this century that L.M.B.C.
has not had an Eight at Henley. The four
trained on the Cam for a fortnight after the
Mays, in our newly acquired boat. We
raced, unsuccessfully, at N orwich Regatta
but gained valuable racing experience. At
Marlow we were beaten in the Town IV's
event by Imperial College after a shipwreck.
The Second Eight also rowed at Marlow
but were unable to repeat their performance of
the last two years and were beaten.

10tb Boat (Little P)
Bmv
2

J. A. Dudley
A. W. Seal
3 S. E. Gibbs
4 G. S. Markland
5 P. Houghton
6 M. Fabianski
7 M . P. Hill
Str. R . Morgan
Cox 1. G. Galbraith
Coach
D. ]. Deacon
1 2tb Boat (Briml Clot/gb)
BolV
2
3
4
5
6
7
Str.
Cox

B . G. Cossey
]. L. Foyle
A. M. Thompson
D. W. Lyon
D. J. O'Meara
T. M. Jones
W. C. Blyth
A. Goldsmith
1. S. Fleming
Coaches
S. K. Whybrow
W. J. D. Scandrett

Training at Henley was under J ohn Hall
Craggs, and started with three days intensive
interval training, three outings a day, on the
Pangbourne reach. By the time we returned
to the melee of the Henley reach we had
vastly improved and our steering problems
were sorted out. In the qualifying round we
beat City of London School with no trouble,
and then drew Selwyn in the first round of
the Regatta. In an adequate but uninspired
row we beat them by 1£ lengths. We were
then due to race Downing, but had to with
draw when our stroke went down with an
intestinal infection overnight. Imperial Col
lege, who had beaten us at Marlow, eventually
won the Visitors' Fours in the worst conditions
for many years.

1 3tb Boat (After Matb)
BOJIJ
2
3

4
5
6

7
Str.
Cox

P. N . Jennings
M. J. P. Cullen
A. J. D. Johnson
P. R. Wilson
A. M. Tonge
P. ]. Stacey
S. J. St Clair-Thompson
D. Thomas
A. S. Wassermann

Coaches
P. W. Denison-Edson
M. ]. Williams
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Visitors' Fot/I'
BolV P. J . Mayne
2 C. H. Collis
3 A. F. Pryor

MODERN LAN GUAGES
S O CI E TY
This year has seen our first ever "practical" :
a tour of the Computer Centre conducted
very entertainingly by Mr Frank Bott and by
Dr Kock. It provided useful ancillary material
for our most recent talk, "What are those
people in linguistics up to", given by Mr
P. A. M. Seuren with an ease that we are
coming to expect of Dutchmen ! Especially
admirable about this talk and the fascinating
discussion by Dr McMullen of " Chinese
Literary Criticism of the Tang Dynasty",
was the way in which both speakers succeeded
in making less obviously exciting subj ects
come to life. The Secretary, on the other
hand, "cashed in" on recent events in
Czechoslovakia to give the latest state of
play in the Berlin Refugee question, situating
it against the background of European politics
as a whole. A topic which matched the
recurring wide range of nationalities that we
have had in our audiences this year was
Dr Stern's paper on "Catch-22", which
brought in a comparison with Hasek's "The
Good Soldier Schweyk". In all, an active
year.

(steers)

Str. A. J. S. White

In summary, this was a rather disappointing
year, but it is my pleasant duty to record my
grateful thanks to all those who by their
continued support, gave so much encourage
ment. I would like on behalf of the whole
Club to extend my gratitude to Roger Silk,
our boatman, who does so much more than
maintain the equipment.
A. J. S. w.
L A W N T EN N I S C L U B
Captain: A . J .
Secretary: A .

CHURCHILL
SHADDOCK

There was one black mark in an otherwise
excellent season for the Lawn Tennis Club.
This was the defeat suffered in the First
Round of Cuppers at the hands of Pembroke.
The match was made up of six singles
followed by three doubles matches. Some
good performances enabled St John's to lead
by 4-2 on the completion of the singles,
thus needing only one doubles win for victory.
Pembroke won the first strings match j ust
before a rainstorm washed out play for the day.
The other doubles games were both at a crucial
stage and were finished off four days later when
a gale was blowing across the courts. A few
careless shots on vital points meant that the
John's second pair of Thornton and Shaddock
lost narrowly. The third pair of Pugh and
Churchill j ust lost a cliff-hanging game to give
Pembroke a victory by 5 matches to 4.
The First Team were considerably more
successful in their League fixtures. Several
convincing wins were gained and the only
match lost, to Selwyn, was by the narrowest
of margins.
The Second Team performed creditably to
win nearly half of their matches against
opposition which included many college first
teams.
The strength of next season's teams is very
much in the melting pot. Only two of last
year's First Team remain, but only one of the
Second Team is not up this year. As always
the success of the season may depend on the
strength of the Freshmen.

M.

J.

cox

THE RUGBY CLUB
Captain: M . ROGERS
Match Secretary: E . S . COOK
Fixttlres Secretary: s . CALVERT
First X V
We started the term with deep misgivings
about our potential to hold our own in the
First Division of the League, because all
that remained of the 1 st XV after last summer's
departures was half a dozen second year men.
To our relief, the freshmen produced a solid
group of reliable players and expansive
characters who stood the team in good stead.
We trained hard at the start of the season
and went through our first three league
games unbeaten largely because of a distinct
psychological superiority over our opponents.
And yet we never fully realised our playing
potential, especially in the three-quarter line ;
perhaps the best feature of our play at this
stage was our consistently reliable defence
rather than any individual or collective
brilliance in attack.
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After our wins against St Catharine's,
Trinity, and Christ's, our captain, Di Rogers
fell ill with flu, and this seemed to deprive the
forwards of all their energy. We were
narrowly beaten by Queens' on a sloshy and
uninspiring day, with a sodden heavy ball,
when the pack's only coherent achievement
was to show a collective lack of interest and
enthusiasm. The next game against Trinity
Hall was unfortunately drawn by virtue of a
new rule which decreed that one of their
drop kicks which we deflected over the
posts carried three points. By this stage the
pack was very much disrupted by various
injuries and we were losing some of our
fitness. Nevertheless we brought off a win
against Downing the following week when our
overall superiority was often severely inhibited
by careless last-minute handling mistakes.
We went down fighting to Selwyn in a match
which was strongly contested from start to
finish ; only they proved to be the stronger,
better integrated team . The confrontation
with Fitzwilliam the following week was also
a very hard match, but in foul conditions on a
wet afternoon ; Fitzbilly won by a single
penalty goal to nothing.

Melville Haggard has helped Di Rogers in
the line-outs and second row and John Foot
and Peter Moralee have combined with John
Parker to form a usually very mobile and
efficient back row which perhaps lacked an
element of sheer size and speed. Generally,
however, our play has been unsatisfactory
because it has fluctuated between a state where
forward domination has contrasted with
fumbling three-quarters and one where medi
ocre forward and half-back play has frustrated
the obvious superiority of the centres and
wings. Only against Cath's. and Downing,
where each time Bill Egerton demonstrated
the improvement of his game by strong
running down the left wing, did we achieve
anything like a coherent fusion of the two
elements. More generally still, the Rugby
Club has been given a distinct boost by the
freshmen players in all spheres related to the
oval ball ; the Club's well-being in future years
can be entrusted safely to them.
The Second XV has played well on the
occasions when a full team has been able to
turn out. Dave Seaton, Toby Holland,
Dave Williamson, Dave McLean and Dave
Bostock have all been particularly reliable
and enterprising in their play. The difficulty
in maintaining an active second team is not
so much due to a lack of talent as to a lack of
availability and willingness to play.
1st XV Players: M. Rogers (Captain),
E. S. Cook, S. Calvert, G. Kenworthy, R. B.
Cullen, A. Conn, D. Bostock, T. Davies,
M. Haggard, A. Palm er, J. Parker, J. Foot,
P. Moralee, M. Dobson, D. Wilson, G. Keeble,
S. Calvert, J. Misselbrooke, H. Sadler, W.
Egerton, G. T. Clarke, P. R. Barclay.

With one league match against Emmanuel
still to be played, we have the prospect of
ending up about half way up the table. Look
ing back, we have had several enj oyable
away games in London, Oxford, Lowestoft
and at East Anglia University, all arranged
by our generally highly efficient fixtures
secretary Steve Calvert. We have high hopes
of producing a creditable Cuppers side next
term when Derrick Lyon will add some
vigour to our forwards' play and Paul Dempsey's
broken thumb will have recovered. Paul
Barclay at full back has consistently been a
source of great confidence at all times, and
J ohn Misselbrooke in the centre has played
well after missing a season through injury.
Steve Calvert and Giles Keble have been
valuable assets at various positions, one of
them always partnering our heroic scrum
half, Dave Wilson whose potential has usually
been limited by a lack of protection from the
forwards. The front row has proved for
midably hard and effective in most games,
with Alan Conn hooking very fast between
Tom Davies and Gordon Kenworthy.

season should see last year's improvement
consolidated.

5-0. R. P. Glancy, who plays for the Univer
sity, scored four of the goals and B. Whaley,
an ex-Cape Town University player, scored
the remaining goal.
Other members of the team are N. J.
Forwood in goal, P. Shepherd, D. Thackeray,
M. Agass, J. Catford and N . Spencer Chapman.
N.

s.

J.

J.

THE WORD SWO R TH S O CI ETY

C.

M . TAYLOR

G. M. T. HO WE

After the successes of last season, when four
of the College teams achieved promotion, and
the First Team reached the semi-final of the
Cuppers Competition, the Club has had mixed
fortunes so far this season. The fact that
none of last year's First Team are left, plus
the fact that a sixth team was entered this
year, has meant that playing resources have
been stretched a little thin. The First Team,
for example, now playing in Division 1 , has
suffered three narrow defeats which can be
attributed to lack of experience rather than
lack of ability, and it is to be hoped that these
close results will go in favour of St John's in
the Lent Term. This inconsistency is reRected
in the results of the other teams. The Second
Team, after a fair start, has slipped back of
late, the Third Team has been struggling,
the Fourth Team has been holding its own,
and the Fifth and Sixth Teams have also
shown the in-and-out form which has been
afflicting St John's. Next term ought to see
an improvement, however, as the team selection
should be more settled, and the end of the

R.

SWIMMING CLUB
Captain: N . F . SPENCER CHAPMAN
Secretary: N. J. FORWOOD
This term the St J ohn'S Water Polo Team
has been competing in the 3rd (bottom)
Division of the Winter League. At present
we have only had three matches.
In the first match we were awarded a walk
over against Selwyn, who failed to appear.
We lost 3-2 to a combined Sidney Sussex
and Caius team in a close match. The team's
moment of glory came in the most recent
match, against Trinity Hall, which we won
52

T.

We have a Wordsworth Society once more, its
function, we hope, being to provide some
kind of forum for everybody interested in
literature-and not j ust English students.
So far, on a limited scale, this seems to have
been quite successful.
There were two meetings in the Michaelmas
Term. On November 1 1 th Professor Knights
read a paper "Shakespearean Tragedy and the
Question of Moral Judgment", in his customary
interesting and amusing manner although
there was, inevitably, an element of de/a vu
about the proceedings. Then on December
2nd we held an evening of poetry and music,
nearly all of which was the original work of
members of the College. If there was an
obj ect to the evening, it was to prove to any
doubters that "amateur" poetry can be both
enj oyable and stimulating. It is greatly to
the credit of those who performed both as
poets and singers that this was fully achieved,
although we had hoped that more people
would throw off their inhibitions and read
their work.
A number of talks have been arranged for
next term already, and, although we cannot
hope for another evening of original work
this year, we do not necessarily wish to restrict
ourselves to visiting speakers. We would be
happier, too, if our appeal were somewhat
more broadly distributed throughout the
College.

TABLE T E N N I S CLUB
Captain:
Secretary:

M.
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FelloJ))ships
Mr M. N . HUXLEY (B.A. 1 965) has been elected to a Junior Research Fellow
ship in Churchill College.
Mr J. F. A. SLEATH (B.A. 1960), Senior Assistant in Engineering Research
has been elected a Fellow of Emmanuel College.
Dr J . D. SMITH (B.A. 1 955), University Lecturer in Engineering, has been
elected a Fellow of Selwyn College.
Dr J . B. BOYLING, Fellow, has been appointed a Lecturer in Mathematics in
the University of Leeds.
Dr H. D. MILLER (B.A. 1 955) has been appointed Reader in Statistics in the
Imperial College, University of London.
Mr M. H. CRESSEY (M.A. 1 956) has been appointed Lecturer in Theology, in
the University of Birmingham.
Mr P. H. MATTHEWS (B.A. 1 957) has been appointed Reader in Linguistic
Science in the University of Reading.
Mr IAN PHILLIPS (B.A. 1 958), Resident Tutor in Microbiology, Makerere,
Uganda, has been appointed Senior Lecturer in clinical Microbiology at St Thomas's
Hospital Medical School, London, from January 1 969 .
Mr J . M. BREARLEY (B.A . 1 963) has been appointed Lecturer in Philosophy in
the University of Newcastle.
Dr R. M. GOODY (B.A. 1 942), formerly Fellow, has been appointed Mallinckrodt
Professor of Planetary Physics in Harvard University.
Dr B . G. NEWMAN (B.A. 1 947), Professor of Aerodynamics in Mc Gill University,
Montreal, has been appointed Chairman of the Associate Committee for Aero
dynamics of the National Research Council of Canada.
Mr D. W. E. LEE (B.A. 1 961) has been appointed head of the mathematics
department of Minehead School, Somerset.
Dr C. D. K. COOK (Ph.D. 1 961) has been appointed Professor of Systematic
Botany in the University of Zurich.
Professor J. A. BARNEs (B.A. 1 935), formerly Fellow, has been appointed
Professor of Sociology in the University, and Fellow of � College.
Mr D. J . A. CLINES (B.A. 1 963) has been appointed Lectlirerin Biblical Studies
in the University of Sheffield.
Mr H. R. BINNS (B.A. 1 931) has been appointed Professor of Veterinary
Bacteriology, University of Guelph, Ontario, Canada, and Chairman of the Center
for International Programs.
Mr J. L. HOWARTH (B.A. 1 945) has been appointed Associate Professor of
Radiology (Physics) in the School of Medicine, University of New Mexico.
Dr ERIC CHARLES GLOVER (B.A. 1 938) has been appointed Honorary Surgeon
to H.M. The Queen.

Profess �r ERIC ANDERSO� WALKER, formerly Fellow and Professor of Imperial
and Naval HIstory, has been gIven the Honorary Degree of D.Litt. by the University
of Cape Town.
Dr L. S. B. LEA KEY (B.A. 1 926), formerly Fellow, has been honoured by the
award of the Haile Selassie I Award.
Dr ABDus SALAM (B.A. 1 948), formerly Fellow, has received one of the Atoms
for Peace awards for 1 968.
LaJP
Professor G. L. WILLIAMS (B.A. 1 933), formerly Fellow, Fellow of Jesus, and
Mr M. J . MUSTILL (B.A. 1954) have been appointed Q.c.
Mr WILLIAM LLOYD MARS-JONES (B. A . 1 939), Q.c., has been appointed
Recorder of Cardiff.
Mr PETER COLLINS (B. A . 1 965) was admitted a Solicitor of the Supreme Court
on 1 September 1 968.
Church Appointments
The Rev. BARRY JACKSON (B. A . 1 953) to be curate at St Mary's, Bridgwater,
Somerset.
The Rev. P. H . E. GOODRICH (B.A. 1952), sometime Chaplain of the College,
.
VICar
of the South Ormsby Group, to be vicar of Bromley, Kent.
The Rev. A. E. R. KNOPp (B .A. 1 933), rector of Quendon, Saffron Walden, to
be rector of Great Yeldham, Chelmsford.
The Rev. D. J . ST RICKLAND (B.A. 1 935) vicar of Wimborne Minster, Dorset,
,
to be Rural Dean of WImborne.
The Rev. JOHN NouRSE (B.A. 1 943) to be Precentor of Canterbury Cathedral.
The Rev. J . S. BARToN (B.A. 1954) has been appointed Vicar of Toronto
Cathedral, Ontario.
J..1arriages
TERENcE PEMBERTON ABBISS (B.A. 1 958) to Rosalind Clare-on 28 September
1968, at St Chad's, Tushingham, Cheshire.
CLIVE WILLIAM GORDON ARMSTRONG (B.A. 1 965) to Lynne Rosemary Baldwin
'
daughter of J . A. 1. Baldwin (of this College, B.A. 1 936)-on 30 August 1968.
HAROLD CHARLES CANNON (B.A. 1 953) to Angela Mary King-on 1 9 October
1968, at Manhattanville College, New York.
ROGER DUNKLEY (B.A. 1 958) to Philippa Grinham-on 3 September 1968, in
London.
RUPERT LEoPoLD HUGHES (B.A. 1962) to Jayne Calderwood-on 26 October
1968, at the Old Church, Edgbaston, Birmingham.
LEWIS CHARLES INGRAM (B.A. 1 966) to Veronica Ann Dogcrett-on
8 April
b
1968, at Great St Mary's Church, Cambridge.
JOHN COURTNEY LEND ON (B.A. 1 963) to Susan Janey Hedley-on 20 April
1968, at Bromsgrove School Chapel.
DAVID LEoNARD Moss (B.A. 1965) to Patricia Anne Neilson-on 6 April 1968
'
at St John'S Roman Catholic Church, Gravesend.
GEORGE REID, Fellow, to Jane Bottomley-on 7 December 1 968, at Chelsea
Old Church.
THEOPHANES SOLOMOS (Ph.D. 1963) to Pamela Smith-on 2 November 1968
'
in Cambridge.
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Birthday Honours, 1 968
Commander of the Bath: JOHN ANDREW J UKES (B .A. 1 939), Deputy Under
Secretary of State, Department of Economic Affairs .
Order of the British Empire, Civil Division : HAROLD ARTHUR GENT, managing
director of Laboratori Glaxo, Verona, Italy.

WILLIAM MICHAEL STOBBS

(B.A. 1 966) to Susan Helen Storer, of Newnham

College-on 6 July 1 968.

Deaths
AMBROSE MIDDLETON DAwsoN, M.C . , (B.A. 1 908), formerly master at Victoria
College, Jersey, died 21 April 1 968, aged 8 1 .
The Rev. CHARLES GORDON TULLO C H COLSO N (B.A. 1 9 1 3), formerly vicar
of Warminster and Canon of Salisbury, died in Ayr 8 July 1 968, aged 76.
Sir THOMAS HENRY HAVELOC K (B.A. 1 900), Honorary Fellow of the College,
sometime Professor of Mathematics in the University of Durham, died 1 August
1 968, aged 9 1 .
WILLIAM GLASGOW CRAWFORD (B.A. 1 923), sometime of the Burma Forest
Service, died in New Zealand, July 1 968, aged 66.
DAvID WILSON COATES (B.A. 1 907), C.B.E., formerly chief accountant to the
Central Electricity Board, died at Gunnerside, Richmond, Yorkshire, 5 August,
1 968.
RALPH S IGISMUND DAwsON (B.A. 1 923) , Canon Residentiary of Salisbury,
sometime Chaplain of St Edward, King and Martyr, Cambridge, died 4 September
1 968, aged 69.
BERESFORD INGRAM (B.A. 1 900), sometime Master at William Ellis Endowed
School, Gospel Oak, London, died 26 August 1 968, aged 90.
HENRY ALBERT HARRIs, Fellow, Emeritus Professor of Anatomy, died 1 0
September 1 968, aged 81 .
J OHN HOLROYD BAIRsTow (B.A. 1 930), solicitor, of Halifax, died 4 August
1 968, aged 59.
CYRIL GORDON NOBBs (B.A. 1 924), sometime Second Master, City of London
School, died 31 October 1 968, aged 65.
J A C K ALEXANDER J A GO (B .A. 1 921) died 4 November 1 968, aged 69.
STANLEY I S A A c LEVY (B.A. 1 9 1 2), Q.c., bencher of the Middle Temple, died
1 2 November 1 968, aged 77.
HARRY J ONES (B.A. 1 954) head of the Modern Languages Department , Priory
School for Boys, Shrewsbury, died 27 October 1 968, aged 37.
RICHARD SHEAN J A C K SON (B.A. 1 959), died 1 0 November 1 968, from injuries
received in a road accident in Jamaica.
RICHARD HAYES (B.A. 1 901), late of H.M. Colonial Service, died 25 November
1 968, aged 88.
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THE MAY BALL

Information and application forms will be available from early February and
may be obtained from R. Morgan, C6 New Court.
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All contributions for the next issue of the Magazine
should be sent to the Editors, The Eagle, St John's
College.
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